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Preface
The most serious future problem area facing us today is the environment. In a global perspective, energy consumption must
be drastically reduced if we are to be able to resolve environmental problems. In the short term, the objectives of Swedish
research and development work in the energy field are closel>
linked to the planned phasing out of nuclear power generation
in Sweden and the resulting changeover to other energy forms.
In the longer term, we are looking towards the next century
and a society that makes better use of natural resources than
today, with the least possible environmental impact.
The built environment plays an important part through its
potential for energy conservation and management, improvements in system efficiencies and the use of new energy technology. Current research and development work has good prospects for contributing new knowledge within the near future
that will facilitate achievement of the targets that have already been set.
In this context, it is particularly important to understand
the envi ^nmental effects of new energy technologies. In this
report, the Council's Programme Group for Environmental
Consequences has attempted to present a detailed description
of the environmental effects in which the new energy technologies may be expected to result.
The report will form a most important basis for future research and development work. It is also our hope that it will
find application in connection with the introduction and use of
new energy technology.
Stockholm, September 1991
Jan Lagerström
Swedish Council for Building Research
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Introduction
As Math all other forms of energy use, energy use in the built
environment interferes with the balance of the natural environment. The major changes in the Swedish energy system, resulting from the planned phase-out of nuclear generation, will
bring with them new and partly different environmental problems. The Swedish Council for Building Research is concerned
with research, development and application of new energy
technologies, primarily solar heating, heat pumps and heat
storage systems, together with methods of energy conservation.
This report is an attempt to summarise and assess the environmental consequences associated with the new methods of
energy supply. The environmental debate often focuses on
some particular effect, which may be only part of the whole.
We have therefore also attempted to provide a framework for a
systematic description of the often very complex relationships
that can arise, so that the environmental consequences can be
related to the primary heat requirement in a comprehensible
manner.
The objective of our work has been:
• to describe environmental impact and effects so that the
technology can be applied in an environmentally benign
manner:
• to provide a basis for decisions on the direction of continued
research and development, and
• to provide arguments and assessment data for the new energy technologies in relation to other, more environmentally
destructive forms of energy supply.
The basic concepts that are used are environmental loading,
environmental effect and environmental consequence. They constitute the results of processes in the various major systems
illustrated in Figure 1. In general, it can be said that the physical systems that give rise to various types of environmental
loading are under human control and can be manipulated. Nature then transforms the resulting loading into changes which
are interpreted as environmental effects. In principle, this
transformation cannot be influenced. Finally, we have attempted to evaluate and weigh all the adverse effects as the
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Figure 1 Basic concepts for systematic description of environmental
considerations
a

environmental consequences of a particular technology. Consequences can be described in both qualitative and quantitative
terms, and can serve as a basis for comparison between, and
decisions concerning, physical systems.
Today, solar heating technology is of most interest in two
separate applications: large group solar heating plants with solar collector arrays and seasonal or short-term heat stores, and
solar collectors installed on, or as, the roofs of houses in combination with short-term heat stores. A clear Swedish line of development of solar collectors has emerged, consisting of flatplate collectors for working temperatures up to 100°C, and
with cases and absorbers of aluminium.
The environmental loading resulting from solar heating
technology can be expressed as that arising from the production and use of materials, operation and maintenance, together
with the ground area and resources used. The main material
with negative environmental characteristics is aluminium,
which is energy-intensive in its manufacture. The energy used
for manufacture of the materials is approximately equal to the
amount of energy collected by the collectors during a year. In
operation, there is a risk of leakage of the heat transfer fluid,
which is usually either a solution of glycols or silicone oils, resulting in local pollution of the groundwater. In the event of
overheating, which could occur in connection with operational
problems, glycol breaks down to various organic acids and
must be replaced. There is also a risk of creation of certain carcinogens.
Ground-mounted solar collector arrays, as opposed to roofmounted collectors, occupy ground area and use natural resources. The ground area requirement for a planned group solar heating plant in Kungälv, for example, which will provide
75 % energy coverage, amounts to about 35 % of the ground
area of the heated development. The array needs to be kept
clear of vegetation, which must not involve the use of chemical
herbicides. In fact, the importance of the natural vegetation
cover for keeping down dust and air pollution, and reducing
noise, should also be considered. The enclosure that is often required around the array reduces the area available locally for
recreation. Aesthetic aspects can also be involved.
Heat stores have been developed along a number of different
lines. As far as seasonal heat stores are concerned, we can distinguish between those in which the heat storage medium consists of the ground (rock or earth), groundwater bodies or water
in rock caverns and other stores. Prom an environmental viewpoint, we should also distinguish between 'open' and 'closed'
systems, depending on whether the thermal carrier (water) is
directly in contact with its surroundings or not.
The environmental loading consists primarily of the spread
of heat, discharge of foreign substances in connection with water treatment, occupation and use of the ground and groundwater resources, and noise and other disturbance during the
building period. The effects of the spread of heat are partly
chemical, resulting in leaching or precipitation of minerals,
and partly biological, with their effect on growth and possible

changes in the quantity and balance of micro-organisms in the
ground. However, heating at the ground surface is generally so
slight that there is no need to fear any direct damage to vegetation. If heating causes drying-out of the ground, there may
possibly be indirect effects on vegetation. Relatively little is
known of the effects on micro-organisms in the ground. Fears
have been expressed that high temperatures might kill all organisms that are important for the ground's ability to deal
with foreign substances and that there is a risk of growth and
spread of pathogenic bacteria associated with storage at lower
temperatures. Particular problems may be encountered in certain types of stores, such as the distribution of metal icns when
using abandoned mines as stores, and damage to the ground
when storing heat in peat bogs.
The environmental loading of heat pump technology can be
linked to the thermodynamic heat pump process itself, to the
primary energy needed to drive the heat pump and, finally, to
the use of a low-temperature heat source. The present overriding environmental question associated with the use of heat
puirps is the leakage of their working media - chlorinated
fluorocarbons (CFCs) - whose destructive effects on the earth's
protective ozone layer, and contribution to the greenhouse effect, are becoming steadily more clearly proven.
International agreements concerning limitation of the use of
CFCs have therefore been reached, and the most dangerous
CFCs will have been phased out in Sweden by 1995. New working media, with considerably better environmental characteristics, can probably be brought into use before that date.
Another important point concerns noise from heat pumps,
although it has been found that this can be reduced to levels
that do not disturb by relatively simple means. The input drive
energy to heat pumps makes up about 30-40 % of the output
thermal energy, and is usually in the form of electrical energy.
The environmental effects associated with this form of energy
supply set a lower limit to the overall environmental impact of
heat pump technology.
Heat sources may be waste heat from industrial processes,
sewage effluent, ventilation exhaust air or natural heat from
surface layers of the earth, groundwater, surface water, rock,
outdoor air etc. The use of waste heat generally has no adverse
environmental effects, and in some cases is even beneficial for
the environment.
The use of natural heat sources involves making use of the
ground and natural resources. Locally, heat abstraction can
give rise to ecological effects, which are very dependent on the
type of heat source being used and the amount of heat being
abstracted from it. The results of an earlier research programme into the environmental effects of natural heat sources were
published in the Council's report R28:1985. Among the effects
noted were a reduction in earthworms in the vicinity of surface
heat extraction systems, precipitation of iron and manganese
where groundwater was discharged to surface water recipients
and the (adverse or beneficial) effect on nutrient balance resulting from heat abstraction from lakes. However, in general, it

can be said that the use of natural heat sources can be combined relatively well with natural ecosystems.
Although well aware that qualitative assessments of environmental effects are to some degree subjective and represent
the expression of personal preferences, the Group has nevertheless attempted to express its opinion of the overall environmental consequences of these new technologies. This assessment is based on different types of comparisons. If we consider
the use of the ground and natural resources, the three technologies are relatively similar. In comparison, the flooded area
resulted from hydroelectric dams is about ten times larger,
while the amount of land taken for energy forest cultivation is
a hundred times larger. The effects on local ecosystems, too,
must be regarded as more serious in these cases.
No effects on the health of the public have been reported,
and complaints in respect of environmental nuisance are relatively few. There are, however, certain work environment hazards that must be considered, particularly for large heat
pumps. The environmental consequences arising from the use
of primary energy are a charge on heat pumps, although they
are considerably greater for conventional heating based on the
combustion of fuels.
In all cases, the geographical extent of environmental effects
is purely local, apart from the effects of primary energy use
and, to some degree, of the processes associated with the manufacture of materials, which can have a regional impact. CFC
emissions, which have global effects, will be considerably reduced and have not been considered in this assessment.
The qualitative assessments have been summarised in the
diagrams on the next page, showing respectively the degree of
environmental impact and its extent, expressed as 'conflict
area'. The prime intention is to provide mutual comparisons
between the different energy technologies. However, there is
also a form of absolute scale, in which the quantity 'large' can
be equated to the environmental consequences of present-day
heating technology involving the combustion of fuels. This applies to Swedish conditions, with the mix of fuels as at present
used. This quantification of comparison covers many different
types of environmental effects, which can be exemplified, in the
case of their effect on nature, by acidification of lakes and forests, of health effects by bronchial problems resulting from
the emission of combustion gases, of quality of life by the loss
through acidic destruction of ancient stone carvings or poorer
fishing conditions, and of economic damage by the corrosion of
vehicles.
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Figure 2 Comparison summary of environmental consequences of solar
heating, heat stores and heat pumps

Systematic description
of environmental
consequences
In this chapter, we shall attempt to provide a systematic picture of how the environmental consequences of energy systems
can be described, primarily with reference to the use of such
systems for the supply of heat in the built environment. Subsequent chapters describe each technology individually in a similar manner within the same presentation framework, in order
to facilitate comparisons and evaluations.
This method of description must be seen primarily as a pedagogic concept model, and as an attempt to classify different
concepts, although it might be possible to develop it to a more
formal model.

From environmental loading to
environmental consequences
An energy system has to fulfil a number of objectives: in our
case primarily the provision of good thermal comfort in residential and non-residential buildings. This objective can be
achieved by a large number of combinations of different measures, which can be roughly classified as means of supplying
energy and means of preventing heat losses from the heated
object. We shall, in this context, disregard discussion of changes in thermal comfort, heated area etc.
The concept of energy supply is not entirely clear. It includes
both the 'useful' thermal energy that is actually used for heating, and various types of losses, such as energy conversion in
boilers, transmission losses in district heating systems or electricity distribution systems and other losses. The efficiency (relative to the primary energy source) of heat pump systems
abstracting heat from surrounding energy sources can exceed
unity. The situation becomes even more complex when the
same energy source is used for several purposes, as with combined heat and power production and when utilising industrial
waste heat. When calculating the costs and environmental
effects, the original energy input costs and effects need to be
assigned to the various sub-systems.
All energy supply technology is associated with various types
of environmental impact. The first that comes to mind is generally the emission of various chemical substances, although
there are other effects such as noise, physical involvement in
natural mechanisms, thermal loading, aesthetic loading and so
on. In principle, it is possible to indicate the magnitude of each
of these effects for every form of technology as a product of the

energy supply and specific environmental impact. The total environmental load of a particular type (indicated by index n) for
an energy system involving several different supply technologies can be expressed as follows:
Environmental load/n « Total/j (Energy supply x Specific environmental loading)
The total relates to that of all the energy supply technologies involved
(index j). The expression is illustrated in Figure 3, in terms of the emission of carbon dioxide (COtf from a heating plant containing a heat
pump and boilers fired by different fuels.

Coal-fired 1 Electricity
condensing
production
J
Oi!
Peat

Heat pump
Oil-firud
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Peat-fired
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Figure 3 An example of environmental loading in the form of carbon
dioxide emissions from a heating system that includes heat pumps, oilfired boilers and peat-fired boilers

The specific environmental load might be the emission of sulphur per unit of energy (kg CCtyGJ) from an oil-fired boiler,
with allowance for any flue gas cleaning that may be employed.
However, there is also another factor associated with the available thermal power: the construction, maintenance and final
disposal of the plants supplying the energy. This influence may
be of a once-off character, or may extend over a shorter or longer time. As an example of the former, we can consider the construction of hydro power plants, which at a stroke radically
change the natural environmental along a river. The second type is linked directly to operation, and can be exemplified by the
emission of air pollution from boiler plant.
Specific environmental loading can vary widely, even for the
same energy source, within the framework of what is technically and financially feasible from various viewpoints, including
that of the removal of pollution. The level that is finally selected is often determined by public authority in the form of permissible values, although in practice there is often a considerable variation even in these limits.
In some cases, the various anti-pollution measures necessary
- such as, say, flue gas cleaning - to achieve some required
emission level have a significant effect on the cost of energy
supply. An alternative method of encouraging anti-pollution
measures that is becoming more widely discussed is to levy a

charge on emissions, thus allowing companies to optimise their
anti-pollution costs. However, this does mean that it is not possible to apply a single, unambiguous value to the specific environmental impact, but on the other hand there is an incentive
to reduce the specific loading to below the statutory required
value.
The environment responds to the pollution loading imposed
on it in the form of natural, physical, chemical and biological
processes, or changes in such processes. The changes that arise
hereby are defined as environmental effects. These effects, in
turn, can be of many different kinds, and constitute changes
relative to a postulated original equilibrium condition, which
includes human influence. They can be regarded as marginal
changes, extending over shorter or longer times and over smaller or "larger areas, and they affect different types of ecosystems and human communities.
This can be expressed in the following manner:

Environmental effect/n • Environmental load/n x Response function
Environmental effect is an objective expression, relating to
such factors as a change in the concentration of pollution, reduced forest growth, elevated mortality in response to photochemical smog or a reduction in the diversity of species in an ecosystem. As far as local effects are concerned, the response function can to some extent be influenced by physical means such
as initial dilution, change of siting etc. However, this potential
is not available for more large-scale effects.
Strictly, different effects can be compared directly only in
terms of similar results, such as precipitation of acidifying substances or the number of damaged trees. Other comparisons, or
summing of effects, presuppose some form of weighting between different types of effects. Such weighting becomes subjective to some extent and necessitates clarification of attitudes,
economic effects etc. An example of such weighting is that of
setting concentration levels for chemical substances in relation
to their permissible hygienic limits.
A final assessment of the environmental impact of an energy
system defines its environmental consequence from the following expression, involving summing of all the different types
of effects:

Environmental consequence • Total/n (Environmental
effect x Evaluation factor)
In order to visualise this reasoning, we can group the effects
into a number of main types and add them, as shown in Figure
4. In the figure, the environmental impact has been divided up
into effects on health, ecosystems and quality of life, by which
is meant human impressions of, and psychical loading induced
by, a degraded environment. However, the diagram should not
be interpreted too literally. In practice, the information needed
to allow this reasoning to be employed as a full-scale mathematical model hardly exists. This would require in-depth coordination of views an different environmental problems.

Health effects x Value put on health

+ I Effects on ecosystems x Value put on natural environment

Poorer quality of life x Value put on quality of life

=:

I Environmental consequencs

Figure 4 Illustration of the concept of environmental consequence in relation to one way of grouping environmental effects

The evaluation factor expresses the importance attached to
each individual environmental factor. Formally, there is unlimited potential to express any evaluation system or any evaluation standards. Quite often, views on various environmental
problems can change rapidly, calling for corresponding changes
in the weighting applied to known or feared effects. Evaluation
can attempt to minimise the total influence to society in some
respect. Another alternative is to limit the most noticeable effects, or to protect specially vulnerable groups or natural environments. A third objective can be to attempt to reduce concern
about environmental destruction by attaching importance to
effects which are at present uncertain.

Energy conservation
The same reasoning principle as applied to the environmental
loading, effects and consequences of energy supply, can be applied to energy conservation in the form of insulation and
draughtproofing of buildings and to various methods of heat recovery. Reduced energy supply involves a reduction in environmental loading from the supply technology, although at the same time application of measures intended to reduce thermal
losses may result in new types of environmental loading and
effects.
Environmental loading of once-off character can arise, for example, in connection with the manufacture, transport and
handling of insulation materials. Continuous, indirect effects,
associated with the act or operation of energy conservation, can
also be postulated, such as higher levels of organic chemicals
and possible moisture and mildew problems in buildings suffering from inadequate ventilation rates.
In general, the additional environmental effects arising as a
result of energy conservation measures are regarded as negligible in relation to the reductions in pollution resulting from the
corresponding reduction in energy supply. However, this is not
necessarily an obvious conclusion, as illustrated, for example,
by the recent debate on sick buildings.
10

It can be shown that, in respect of environmental effects,
there ought to be an optimum balance of energy supply and
energy conservation, in the same way as there is an economic
optimum, as illustrated in Figure 5.
Environmental consequences
100
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• Insulation
• Total

20-

40
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80
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Figure 5 Optimisation of environmental consequences of energy supply
versus energy conservation

The point of optimum environmental balance between supply
and conservation involves the lowest possible (unavoidable) environmental impact in order to achieve the primary need,
which in this case is the provision of thermal comfort requirement in buildings, within the framework of available and accepted technology. Any other balance between use and conservation involves additional environmental impact, which must
be weighed against the corresponding additional cost relative
to the optimum economic balance.

The use of system concepts
Systematic investigation of the environmental consequences of
energy systems in the form as described above are limited primarily to the environmental loadings and effects that are relatively well known, and which have been established by an accepted view of valuation criteria. However, it can be assumed
that not all environmental consequences of significance have
been identified, and that the importance attached to known environmental problems can be quickly changed at any time. One
reason for this is that the relationships between loading, effect
and subjective environmental consequence are not necessarily
14

linear, but that small increases in loading can result in step
changes. Other reasons may be improved methods of measurement and analysis.
As far as research into environmental effects is concerned,
much remains to be done. An example of this is the reawakened debate on CFC emissions. In general, we can probably
expect an increasingly restrictive attitude towards environmental effects, i.e. progressive increases in weighting factors.
The greater the uncertainty concerning effects, the greater the
disagreement concerning evaluations.

A perspective on
environmental problems
Perspectives on environmental problems from different viewpoints are illustrated in Figure 6, and can largely be related to
the equations already described on these pages. The first expression:
Environmental loading = Total (Supply x Specific loading)
can represent the view of industry, which is often determined
by society's requirement for a highest specific environmental
loading. If it complies with the requirements imposed on it, industry feels that it has fulfilled its environmental obligations,
and is disinclined to accept further pressure in respect of remaining environmental impact. Industry's wants emission requirements to be 'fair' from the point of view of competition,
and also long-term. Areas of uncertainty, and new effects, are
regarded as a threat to business, which must be countered by
means of argument.
The second expression:
Effect = Load x Response function
corresponds to the viewpoint of natural scientists, whose interest is concentrated on determining the response function. Establishment of scientific proof often makes severe demands on
the information available, and requires cross-disciplinary cooperation between different disciplines. The most controversial
question is the identification of new effects, which calls for a
high level of skill and independence on the part of research
workers.
The third expression:
Consequence = Total (Effect x Evaluation factor)
can represent the pressure exerted by public opinion in respect
of environmental consequences. Evaluation can also be expressed in terms of environmental economic analyses. One difference between them is that public or other opinion often concentrates on uncertain effects, while economic analyses are based
on the best known relationships. The results of evaluations can
therefore be quite dissimilar, and in some cases can be regarded as random. An important factor in this context is that worry should in itself be regarded as an environmental effect,
which means that public opinion is of considerable importance.
is

The enmrtw/ induttrv

Environmental
consequences

Figure 6 Different groups have different perspectives on environmental
matters

System comparisons and
system limitations
The conclusion of this reasoning is that it is extremely difficult
to attempt to compare and evaluate environmental effects arising from various systems and technologies of energy supply in
the built environment. Any system being investigated must be
carefully isolated from its surroundings, and the flows of materials, energy and information crossing the system boundaries
must be identified.
System isolation, or delineation, can be based either on geographical criteria or on the technology employed. In the first
case, delineation may range from a single room in a building,
through a building, groups of buildings or parts of a town to an
entire urban area or region. Scenarios with varying proportions of different energy carriers are used for comparison of one
technology with another.
The second type of delineation can be exemplified by heat
pump technology. Here, the lowest level consists of the heat
pump itself (noise, refrigerant leakage) followed by the heat
pump system consisting of the heat source, the heat pump and
the heat distribution system. Higher levels embrace the entire
heating system of which the heat pump is a part, including additional heat sources, any heat stores and external supply systems (electricity production, electricity distribution).
Description of environmental effects as a basis for evaluation
of environmental consequences must be applied on many different levels, which can be structured as follows:

1 Type of influence

Chemical
Physical
Aesthetic/social

2. Type of effect

Ecosystem changes
Health
Quality of life
Production (economic damage)

3. 'Effect density'

Population density
Ecological value density
Economic value density

4. Geographical extentLocal
Regional
Global
5. Duration Brief

(reversible)
From weeks to years
All future time (irreversible)

6. Degree of influence Slight
Significant
Total
7. Knowledge level

Certain (accepted)
Probable
Hypothetical

8. Control

Existing
Within present limits
Action required at society level

It is hardly feasible to relate all these factors to some common
quantity (e.g. money) to facilitate direct comparisons. Each
individual problem creates its own (to some degree objective)
pattern in this universe of environmental consequences. The
ability to compare different systems and weigh different evaluations depends on the extent to which it is possible to reveal
these patterns.

System changes
It is hardly possible to describe and evaluate all environmental
efTects associated with the large-scale introduction of a new
energy technology, or with major changes to an energy system,
in advance. Instead, evaluation of environmental consequences
should be concentrated on describing marginal changes in environmental effect in response to marginal changes in the energy system. This can be compared with the marginal cost/marginal value reasoning applied in economic theory.
The benefits of the marginal reasoning method include the
fact that it allows for the diversity effects of other existing influences. It can also often be easier to obtain information for
assessing marginal effects than to obtain that for assessing
overall efTects, and any favourable efTects would be more easily
seen. Finally, it should also be easier to evaluate environmental efTects in relation to sensitivity to changes.

Environmental
consequences of solar
energy technology
Solar energy technology was introduced into Sweden at the end
of the 1970s. The number of installations increased rapidly,
due not least to the fact that the method was regarded as a
low-pollution way of heating which could contribute to a reduction in the country's dependence on oil and thus reduce the
emission of acidifying gases. However, it is necessary to evaluate the possible environmental consequences even of solar heating, if we are to be able to make a fair comparison with other
energy technologies. The objective here is therefore to present
such an evaluation of environmental loading and environmental effects, seen from the point of view of the technology.
It should be emphasised that, in these pages, we are considering only the adverse effects of solar heating technology as
such, without allowance for the benefit of a possible reduction
in environmental impact resulting from the change from other
forms of heating. In fact, this indirect benefit is probably the
most significant environmental effect, but to be able to evaluate it would require extending the comparison to the country's
entire energy system.
In recent years, growth in solar heating systems has stagnated, although increasingly efficient and more cost-effective
methods have been developed at the same time. The applications of solar heating technology that are today regarded as
having the greatest potential are as follows:
1. Large group solar heating plants with solar collector arrays
and seasonal heat stores constructed in the ground
2. Systems incorporated into dwellings (solar collectors on, or
forming, the roofs), with short-term storage of heat.
To these two main applications must be added a number of
special applications, such as heating of swimming pools, drying
of cereal crops and so on. Technologies for producing fuels or
generating electricity from solar energy also exist, but are not
considered in further detail on these pages. Heat stores are
considered later, and are not dealt with in depth in this chapter.
The maximum (technically feasible) potential for the installation of solar heating systems up to the beginning of the next
century has previously been estimated (by the Swedish Commission for Oil Substitution) as amounting to about 15 TWh.
This would require a collector surface area of about 50 million
m2.
Work has started on preparation of an updated estimate of
the potential. The present installed collector surface area

amounts to at least IOC 000 m1. Interest has become increasingly concentrated on large installations incorporating seasonal heat stores, while small systems intended to heat water for
individual buildings are at present not economically viable.
Solar heating technology replaces other forms of energy
mainly as follows:
Solar heating

Technology replaced

Solar collector arrays
with seasonal heat stores

Boilers burning oii,
indigenous fuels,
natural gas or coal.
Heat pumps.

Solar collectors on buildings

Oil firing.
Electric heating (hydro
power, nuclear power, CHP).
Heat pumps.

Environmental loading
The environmental load of solar heating technology can be
determined with reference to the systems' life cycles. This includes the extraction of the raw materials, their processing,
transport and erection, normal and exceptional operating conditions ('exceptional' = breakdowns), dismantling and disposal/destruction. Each of these phases involves related aspects
of chemical and physical emissions, use of ground area and natural resources, safety and aesthetic/social aspects.
The environmental loading of solar heating installations
that is not linked directly to their building and operation can
be assessed on the basis of the materials used and energy requirements necessary to produce them. This, of course, is an
area of unceasing development, and a large number of different
components are, or have been, used (see Homan, P.S., Hilleary,
C.J. & Darnell, K.R., 1981).
For use under Swedish conditions, the technology that has
emerged uses flat plate solar collectors with aluminium absorbers and operating temperatures up to 100°C: see Figure 7.
Concentrating solar collectors are less competitive for a number of reasons, including the relatively low proportion of direct
insolation under Swedish conditions.
An average Swedish solar collector weighs about 14 kg/m2,
with most of the material in the form of glass and aluminium.
Other materials used are - in decreasing order - copper in pipework and various types of thermal insulating material such
as mineral wool and expanded polyurethane. Concrete is used
as the foundation material in ground-mounted collector arrays.
In some cases, plastics in the form of acrylic sheet are used instead of glass as the cover plate. Other plastic materials, such
as Teflon and EPDM rubber, are also used in small quantities,
Finally, there is the heat transfer medium: in some cases, this
may be air, but in most cases it is a liquid to which some suita10

Glass
4.6 mm toughened glass
with textured underside
Convection baffles

Low-temperature insulation
Polyurethane
B< nom of eating
Pa terned aluminium sheet

Teflon *ilm
Absorber
Copper tubes for liquid
with copper or aluminium
w i t h selective coating

Frame
Bronze-coated aluminium
Glass fixing
Upper and lower strips
of artificial rubber (EPOM)

Dust and diffusion seals

Aluminium foil

Pipe connections
Copper pipes

High-temperature insulation
Mineral wool

Figure 7 Materials used in a typical Swedish solar collector (see Energy 85)
bie antifreeze has been added. The liquid can, for example, be a
glycol/water mixture or silicone oil.
In the long term, the most significant environmental load associated with the use of the materials b that resulting from the
manufacture of aluminium. In Sweden, emissions of fluorides
from aluminium smelters constitute a particularly serious problem. Even in very low concentrations, they result in damage
to vegetation. Such damage is well documented around the
Sundsvall smelter, which is the only aluminium smelter in
Sweden.
The manufacture of aluminium also requires a very high
energy input (mainly in the form of electricity), with resulting
environmental effects from electricity production and the combustion of fuels. Holmberg (1988) states that the manufacture
of aluminium cans involves an energy input equivalent to 69.9
kWh/kg, with 0 % recycling of used cans. In obtaining this figure, the electrical energy input has been multiplied by a factor
of 2.5 to allow for a 40 % conversion efficiency from the energy
content of the fuel, which is a common way of making international comparisons of energy quantities. This means that, for a
solar collector system incorporating a total of 5 kg/m2 of aluminium, almost 350 kWh will have been used for aluminium production, and somewhat more than 370 kWh if the other materials used in the collector are included. In central Sweden, the
annual average energy yield of a collector of this type is 330
kWh/m*.
Polyurethane insulation presents a health hazard during
manufacture, and also if the finished insulation is excessively
heated, through the production of isocyanates. The foaming
agent in polyurethane insulation consists of CFCs, which are
slowly released to the atmosphere. However, the use of CFCs
will gradually be phased out, partly as a result of the increasing use of mineral wool instead of polyurethane insulation,
and partly by the replacement of CFCs by other non-hazardous
foaming agents.
Heat transfer fluids in solar collector systems need to fulfil

various requirements, including those of not freezing at low
temperatures during the winter and of being stable at high
working temperatures, up to over 100°C. If circulation fails,
temperatures of up to 200°C can be reached. Several liquids,
such as glycols and different types of oils, are used as heat
transfer media, and present differing pollution hazards. In order to counteract corrosion of the various metals used in the
systems, small quantities of inhibitors are often added, again
presenting varying pollution hazards. It is therefore important
that the composition of these liquids is stated.
Laboratory trials have shown that when glycols are overheated (as can occur if circulation stops) they can be converted to a
black oily liquid, particularly if corrosion inhibitors have been
added (Cedheim, Blume and Lundgren, 1988). In general, the
heat transfer medium therefore needs to be replaced if it is
overheated. However, even at normal operating temperature,
there is a slow degradation, forming various organic acids such
as glycolic acid, lactic acid, oxalic acid and ethanoic acid.
Samples of an ethylene glycol solution that had been used in
a solar collector system for 4.5 years were dark-coloured and
had an unpleasant smell. Analysis revealed the presence of
benzoic acid, which is used as a corrosion inhibitor. The unpleasant-smelling gases contained various substances, including
1,4-dioxane, which can easily be absorbed through the skin and
which is carcinogenic. Some care is therefore called for when
working on solar heating systems. Wennerholm (1988), on the
other hand, states that no significant glycol degradation products could be found in solar heating systems that had been in
operation for some years.
Several methods and materials are available for producing
selective optical coatings which improve the performance of solar collectors. Commonly used methods for improving the absorber are to coat it with a layer of nickel-pigmented AI2O3, or
with black chrome, which is a complex composite of metallic
chromium and dielectric O2O3. It is also potentially possible
to apply anti-reflection coatings to the cover plate by etching or
coating it with aluminium oxyfluoride, and to give it a reflective coating against thermal radiation, consisting of doped semiconductor oxides such as SnC^F or h ^ f ^ S n . In these cases,
doping involves replacing a small proportion of the oxygen
atoms (about 1 %) by fluorine or tin atoms respectively. Such
treatment should not cause problems when recycling the aluminium or glass.
Table 1 lists the potential environmental loads that can occur during the operating phase of the life of a solar heating
system.
During normal operation, solar heating systems do not give
rise to emissions of chemical substances, apart from possible
de-gassing of monomers (volatile feedstock materials such as
isocyanates) from plastic parts and CFCs from foamed plastic
insulation. The risk of leakage of heat transfer fluid is relatively low. Larger installations also incorporate pressure switches
intended to detect and minimise the release of any liquid in the
event of a leak. However, if glycols are overheated, they will

have to be replaced and destroyed, which can be assumed to occur a number of times during the life of an installation.
In due course, clearing of vegetation in one form or another
is likely to become necessary from around ground-level solar
collector arrays. The cheapest method, but also the least suitable method from an environmental point of view, is the use of
herbicides. Mechanical clearing, or the use of sheep to keep
down vegetation, are alternatives that do not result in environmental loads.
Table 1. Potential environmental loads from solar heating systems during their operational life. Effects within brackets are regarded as
being of lesser significance.

Emissions of chemical substances
To the ground and groundwater Leakage of heat transfer fluid
with corrosion inhibitors.
(Possible use of herbicides)
(Corrosion products)
To the air
(Gases in the event of fire)
Leakage of heat transfer fluid
(Gas emissions from plastics)

Physical nuisances
Light
Heat

(Dazzle)
Heating of the ground from
underground pipes and heat stores

Use of the ground and natural resources
Ground cleared of vegetation

Pipe runs
Below ground

Solar collector array,
possibly enclosed by fencing
Ground above borehole heat stores
Underground pipes
Heat stores below ground

Aesthetic/social aspects and requirements
Appearance of the built
environment and of the countryside
Demands on living patterns
and operating organisation
Restrictions on recreational
facilities

From a technical point of view, physical nuisances in the form
of dazzle and heating of the ground above pipe runs are undesired emissions that reduce the efficiency of an installation. Development of more efficient absorbers and anti-reflex coatings,
together with improved piping insulation, indicate that these
are effects that will be reduced. Reflection of direct insolation
is of a similar magnitude to reflection from a calm water surface, although the direction of reflection differs from that
which would normally occur.

The ground area requirement for solar collectors is considerable, and must be provided within or close to the load area.
The ground area of the collector array for a planned solar heating system in Kungälv (Claesson et al., 1988) has been calculated as amounting to about 35 % of the development area of
the connected residential buildings (70 %), non-residential
buildings and small industrial premises. This installation is
designed for 75 % energy coverage from solar energy, which requires a specific solar collector surface area of 0.36 m2 per m2 of
heated area. The necessary gross ground surface area of the solar collector array is 2.2 times as large as the net collector
area, which means that there is a gross ground area requirement of about 0.8 m2 per m* of heated area. Solar collector systems for domestic hot water heating, integrated in building
structures, have the collectors on the roofs, so that no extra
ground area is required. However, the buildings need to be suitably aligned relative to the sun.
The ground area requirement limits the application of large
solar heating systems and imposes new requirements on the
planning of ground use and landscape appearance. At the same
time, it reduces the area available for recreation and unhindered passage. As far as possible, solar collector arrays should be
sited on low-productivity ground: one of the reasons for this, of
course, is the fact that vegetation there will grow more slowly.
On good quality ground, it may be necessary to restrict growth
by stripping off the topsoil or covering it with a layer of gravel,
blasted rock or similar material.

Environmental effects
Very little literature is available concerning the environmental
effects of solar heating technology. Descriptions of effects must
be based mainly on general knowledge and views from those
working in the sector. Table 2 provides a general overview of
the environmental effects that have been observed, based on
the type of effects, their geographical extent and their temporal
extent. Most of these effects arise during the installation and
operational phases.
Plant cover on land plays a vital part by providing food for
higher organisms and contributes to improved environmental
quality by capturing pollutants that would otherwise be spread
in the air, water and the ground. Unproductive ground, covered by solar collector arrays, therefore enfeebles the ecosystem
and causes a deterioration in environmental quality. As far as
large-scale use of solar energy for electricity production is concerned, it is the demands on ground area and the effects on
ecosystems that constitute one of the main criticisms against
such use (Pimentel et al., 1984). As far as solar heating in Sweden is concerned, these effectB are of only local character. Maximum utilization of solar energy in and around urban areas
would have an adverse effect unless counter-measures were applied. In addition, there would be the social effects arising from
a reduction in the areas available for local recreation.

Reflection of light from solar collectors may attract certain
species of birds, and possibly also insects, who are deceived into thinking that they represent a water surface and attempting
to land. However, it has not been possible to obtain any quantitative data on injury to wildlife or damaged solar collectors. It
is possible, too, that the reflections from solar collectors could
constitute a problem for aircraft..

Table 2. Overview of environmental effects of solar heating technology,
with a qualitative assessment of their spatial and temporal extents. Effects in brackets are regarded as being of lesser significance.

Type of effect

Space

Time

Hectares
Hectares

Decades
Decades)

Hectares
Locally
Locally
Hectare

Years
Years)
Inst. time
Hours)

Effect* on ecosystems
Non-productive ground
(Disturbance of bird life

Health risks
Pollution of wells
(Poisoning of seedlings
Accidents during installation
(Poisoning resulting from fire

Deterioration in quality of lift
Reduction in recreational area
(Aesthetic effects
(Changed local climate

Hectares
Hectares
Hectares

Decades
Decades)
Decades)

Environmental damage and costs of environmental
protection
Groundwater sources
(Property values

Hectares
Hectares

Years
Decades)

The risk of pollution of wells and poisoning of seedlings results
from possible leakage of the heat transfer fluid and the risk of
using herbicides for controlling vegetation among the collector
array. Existing installations have been in operation for only a
few years so far, and as yet have not encountered any more serious vegetation problems. However, in the longer term, it will
be necessary to deal with vegetation. Non-polluting method»
are available, avoiding the need for chemicals.
The effects of leakage of heat transfer fluid depends on the
permeability of the ground and, of course, on the liquid being
used. In the case of glycol, we know that it is transported with
the groundwater, and is degraded or absorbed only insignificantly in the ground (Torstensson, 1984). In one case, when a
well was contaminated in this manner, short-term nuisances
arose with lack of oxygen and the formation of hydrogen sulphide as a result of breakdown of the glycol. The heat transfer

media that can be encountered can be classified in terms of
their increasing environmental undesirability as follows:
Innocuous
4
A
i
i
i
I
Worse

Air
CaClg/water, without bichromate
Ethanol/water
Silicone oils
Glycols/water
CaCWwater, with bichromate
Paraffin oils
Petroleum oils with aromatics

The risk of accidents during the construction phase has been
mentioned. This data is probably based on information from site-assembled solar collectors for individual houses, and with a
high degree of owner participation. The large systems that are
now of interest in Sweden often incorporate a high degree of
prefabrication, and constitute either an integral part of the
roof structure or simply require erecting at ground level. There
is no reason to fear a higher risk of accidents for such systems
than for other building work. Fire risks can arise in connection
with solar collectors on house roofs, but ground-level collector
arrays contain no flammable elements. Some of the plastics
used, such as Teflon, can release toxic gases. Acrylic plastic,
which can be used as a cover sheet, probably presents less of a
fire risk.
Solar collector arrays are large, and will naturally have a
significant effect on the aesthetic balance of buildings and the
environment when intended to provide a high energy coverage.
Whether this should be regarded as an adverse environmental
effect or not is naturally a matter of taste, although a possible
measure of the effect is how it influences property values,
which may be either favourable or adverse. Requirements affecting the appearance, such as the need for protective screens,
may influence siting and design so that the overall costs are
higher than they might otherwise have been. Investigations of
the visual aspects of solar collector arrays have been carried
out: this work includes investigation for the Kungälv project
(Claesson et al., 1988), while the Brämhult project (Abrahamsson et al., 1981) can be seen as an example of how buildings
can be designed and sited to accommodate roof-mounted solar
collectors.
The extraction of raw materials, manufacture, transport,
processing and destruction, disposal or recovery of various material? used in solar heating systems resu't in environmental
effects that must also be considered when astessing the overall
effects of the technology. Inhaber (1983) has earned out a risk
analysis for various forms of energy, which included solar energy for space heating purposes. Based on the quantities of aluminium, steel and glass in a typical solar collector, having a life of 20 years, and on the accident and mortality rates in the
respective industries (not including mining), he arrived at a figure of a loss of about 21 man-days per MW-year (s 8.76 GWh).
Each death is regarded as equivalent to a loss of 6000 man25

days. To this must be added the risks in connection with transport, estimated as being responsible for a loss of a further 19
man-days. This gives a total figure of losses in the manufacturing chain as amounting to about 40 man-days per MW-year,
to which must be added the risks associated with operation of
the system. Risks to the public are calculated as producing a
loss of the same order of magnitude, arising from such causes
as air pollution from the material manufacturing stage and accidents during transport.
In connection with this risk analysis it should be noted that,
besides the high degree of uncertainty that is generally associated with risk analyses, the figures for consumption of materials have been overestimated by about 80 % compared with the
quantities used in modern solar collectors. It is likely, too, that
industrial health and safety requirements are more stringent,
and emission requirements stricter, in Sweden today than the
values used by Inhaber, which means that the absolute level of
risk should be considerably lower. Relative risk levels between
different forms of energy, on the other hand, which will be considered in the next section, need not have altered as much.

Environmental consequences
Assessment of the overall adverse environmental consequences
means that the effects must first be weighted relative to each
other and finally evaluated. Such evaluation is based en interpretation of various comparisons (e.g. between different forms
of energy) with other polluting activities, with developments
over time or with the cost of necessary environmental protection measures. It must be clearly understood that this interpretation and choice of comparison materials cannot be regarded as scientific 'truth', but reflects the evaluations current at
the time of making the evaluation.
Comparison on the basis of energy indicates that the energy
requirements for the manufacture of materials is of the same
order as the amount of energy collected in one year. To this
must be added the energy needed to power the circulation
pumps, amounting to 2- S % of the collected energy. A solar heating system, in other words, supplies about 20 times more
energy than it uses, expressed in terms of energy content in
the fuel.
If, instead, the comparison is based on the emission of air
pollutants from fuel-fired boilers with corresponding emissions
from the manufacturing processes for solar collectors, the difference becomes even more favourable. This is due to the fact
that more efficient flue gas treatment plant can be used in large power stations than in smaller heating boilers. Comparison
with electric heating is also more favourable, as there is no
need for the higher energy quality of electricity relative to fuel
or heat.
Risks to life and health can be compared between one form
of energy and another, subject to the restrictions of the uncer26

tainties attached to such analyses. Figure 8, from Inhaber
(1983), shows the professional and public risks per MW-year
associated with different forms of energy. In this comparison,
solar energy lies among the highest work environment risk categories, and in an intermediate position as far as risks to the
public are concerned. For both categories, natural gas and nuclear power exhibit the lowest risk levels, while coal and oil
present significantly higher risks to the public than do the other forms of energy. The high level of work environment risks
associated with solar heating can be explained by the fact that
more work and materials are involved in the manufacture and
installation of such systems than in the others. In view of this,
we should perhaps wonder whether it would not be fairer to
compare work environment risks on the basis of days lost per
man-year (work year) instead of per MW-year. Comparison on
this basis would almost certainly reveal completely different
relationships between the time lost per category of energy carrier, to the advantage of solar energy.
Comparisons between energy forms can also be made on the
basis of the amount of land occupied. Such a comparison has
been made by Pimentel et al., (1984) for various forms of electricity production, including solar cells and generation powered
by solar thermal energy. The results are shown in Table 3, together with the theoretical energy yields for each of the installations.
Despite the reservations pertaining to the methods of calculation used, dual utilisation of ground etc., the table nevertheless shows that solar energy requires only quite modest areas
of ground. The fact that the comparison in the table relates to
electricity generation instead of heat production is of less importance. What can be held against solar energy systems is
that the ground required for solar collector arrays must be in
the vicinity of the load, and that it cannot be used for other
purposes as well. At the same time, we know that a certain
proportion of solar collectors will be installed on the roofs of
buildings, which does not require the use of any additional
ground area.
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Solar energy

Figure 8 Risks associated with various energy forms, expressed as
man-days lost per MWh and year. The upper diagram shows the mandays lost among those connected with the various processes, while the
lower shows the man days lost among members of the public. The tops
of the columns indicate the maximum values, and the dotted lines indicate the lowest. Each death is assumed to be equal to 6000 lost mandays. (After Inhaher. 1983)
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Table 3. Ground area requirements and relationships between energy
used and energy supplies for various types of electricity production
plant. Figures below relate to TWh of electricity supplies. Based on Pimenteletol.,(1984).
Type of electricity
production plant
Solar, thermal
electricity production
Solar cells
Wind power
Water power
Forest biomass
Solar ponds
Nuclear power
Coal-fired
condensing production

Land use
requirement,
hectare/TWh

Energy input/
output

800
600

1:19
1:17

2 700
13 000
330000
9000
68

1:29
1:86
1:500
1:77
1:0.34

90

1:0.32

Two other comparison factors, more difficult to quantify,
should be mentioned. The first is the general psychological impression of risks. It is a well-known phenomenon that risks
that can be comprehended in daily life, such as the cancer risks
associated with smoking or the risks of traffic accidents, tend
to be devalued, while risks with low levels of probability but severe consequences, such as aircraft or nuclear power accidents,
are seen as much more frightening. An actual manifestation of
this effect is the worry over destruction of the environment
that adversely affects the quality of life for large groups of persons. This factor acts to the benefit of solar energy in relation
to, say, greater use of coal. The second factor is the amctnt of
knowledge we possess of environmental load and effects, which
can naturally only be estimated. Insufficiently known, but potentially serious, effects must be regarded seriously. In this respect, too, solar heating should come out relatively well: it is
unlikely that new, unpleasantly surprising environmental effects will be discovered. There may be unforeseen problems if
larger areas of ground are freed of vegetation and covered by
solar collector arrays, but the problems that could arise as a result thereof are all of local character, and the ground can be returned afterwards to productive purposes.
Normally, descriptions of environmental consequences finish
at this point and leave it to the reader to draw his/her own
conclusions from the material presented. However, we would
like to try to go further and conclude with a more subjective
evaluation of the environmental consequences of solar heating
technology. This is summarised in the diagram shown in Figure 9. Consequences relating to the natural environment, health
hazards, quality of life and environmental costs have been classified by their degree of influence, 'value density' of the at-risk
sector (the potential conflict interface) and the level of knowledge, expressed as the degree of lack of knowledge. A qualitative measure, expressed on the scale from 'best' (no effect) to
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Environmental consequences of solar heating
Considerable,

I Degree
• Conflict
i interface
- Lack of
J knowledge

None

Quality
of life

Figure 9 Assessment summary of environmental consequences of solar
heating technology

'worst' (considerable effect) has been given for each of these
factors. For the lack of knowledge column, a high value represents little knowledge, while a low value indicates a relatively
reliable assessment.
In order to arrive at these evaluations, we can imagine that
the various sub-effects within each of the groups are added together with some form of internal weighting. The diagram
forms a type of environmental consequences pattern that can
be used for comparisons with other forms of energy.
Other overall assessment summaries of the environmental
consequences of solar heating technology have been presented
in the Danish Department of the Environment report in 1981
and the UN Environment and Energy report in 1979. Both regard solar energy as environmentally benign. The risk of leakage of heat transfer fluid and the aesthetic aspects of ground
use are mentioned as possible problems. In the Swedish Environmental Effects and Health Hazards of Future Heating Systems report of th< 1981 Energy Committee, solar energy is not
even mentioned.
Our final assessment of solar heating technology is that, although it is not entirely free of reservations from an environmental viewpoint, it should nevertheless be regarded as doing
very little harm to the environment. The adverse effects that
can arise are local and limited in time. No extensive physical
measures are needed to restrict environmental loading, although the need for large areas of ground for solar collector arrays can limit its suitability for use in urban areas. There is
scope, within the framework of the established technology, to
use environmentally-benign materials and methods.
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The environmental
consequences of heat
storage technology
Heat storage is used to even out the variations between supply
and demand in a heat supply system. Thermal energy is 'shifted' from a time of surplus (low price) to a time when insufficient is available (high price), to allow it to be used for a useful
purpose, such as space heating of buildings. When the storage
period is long, ranging between the cold and the hot times of
the year, we refer to seasonal heat stores. However, the most
commonly encountered type of heat store is the short-term heat
store, in which the storage cycle extends over periods ranging
from days to weeks.
The temperature in the store can be related to the temperature of the heat load, i.e. room temperature, and to the ambient temperature. If the minimum temperature in a heat store
is more than 30-40 K above the room temperature, the store is
described as a medium-temperature or high-temperature heat
store. At lower storage temperatures, we require either special
systems to be able to make use of low-temperature heat (floor
warming, wall heating) or heat pumps to abstract heat from
the store. In this latter case, the supply of heat is dependent
upon a parallel supply of a certain amount of high-grade energy, which is usually electrical energy. In low-temperature heat
stores of this type, operating with heat pumps, it is possible to
obtain heat from the store at temperatures down to below room
temperature. At lower temperatures still, with heat being abstracted at temperatures below ambient temperature, the store
spontaneously receives heat from its surroundings: ultimately,
all such heat has been derived from solar heat. It is then unnecessary to supply the store artificially with heat. Such stores
have brought us over to the concept of natural heat sources,
which will be dealt with in more detail in the section on heat
pumps.
What has been said here on heat storage applies in appropriate parts also to the storage of cold, but with reversed signs.
The storage of cold involves cooling down the store, which can
subsequently be discharged (= heated) either directly or by means of refrigerating machinery. Analogously with the concept
of natural heat, we should be able to talk of natural cooling
when the desired working temperature of the store is restored
by natural exchange of heat with its surroundings. In some cases, stores can be used for both purposes, i.e. for combined heat
and cold storage. The abstraction of heat during the winter
cools down the store, which can then provide cooling during the
summer as the store is heated up by the input of heat.
Heat storage (and cold storage, too) always involves energy
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losses to the surroundings, as well as a degradation of energy
quality (the temperature difference between the store and its
surroundings). Losses increase as the storage temperature increases. The size and shape of the store also have some effect
on losses. As the store is reduced in size, the ratio between envelope surface area and volume increases, resulting in higher
losses. Small stores therefore normally need to be insulated in
order to prevent losses from becoming excessive. During the
first ten or twenty years of operation, the losses from alarge seasonal heat store are considerably higher than they will subsequently be, as a result of heating up the body of material barrounding the store. We can say, borrowing a financial analogy,
that we have to invest a certain amount of capital in the form
of thermal energy in order to be able to start normal storage
cycles.

Heat storage systems and heat
sources
Heat storage is not an energy technology for use on its own,
but always forms part of an energy system that involves heat
supply, heat distribution and heat use (the load represented by
users). Heat pumps and/or additional sources of make-up heat
(see Figure 10) may also be included as required.
In the case of seasonal heat stores, the heat supplied to the
store is normally either surplus heat or easily available solar
energy. From an environmental viewpoint, there is a difference
in principle between heat that constitutes a byproduct from other activities, and which cannot be used in any other way, and
heat that has been produced specifically for loading into the
heat store. In the former case, the heat storage system s.iould
not be held liable for the environmental consequences resulting
from the original energy conversion process.

Boiler plant

Heat pump

Heat supply
Heat store

Distribution
system
Consumer

Figure 10 Schematic diagram of a heating gystem incorporating a heat
store

-J2.

The various types of heat supply most commonly encountered in connection with heat storage are as follows:
Temperature
interval °C
Surplus/waste heat from industrial processes
Surplus/waste heat from non-residential
premises and installations
Combined heat and power generation
Refuse incineration
Refuse incineration with flue gas condensation
Group solar heating plants
Heat from lake water, air etc., with heat pump
Heat from lake water, air etc., without heat pump

30-90
20-30
70-90
70-90
45
60-100
40-60
15-25

Short-term heat stores in industrial applications are generally
supplied with heat from conventional boilers, or with process
heat. Short-term heat stores are also commonly used in conventional space heating systems in order to even out load
peaks. With solar heating systems, this is an essential requirement.

Storage technologies
Several different types of heat store for seasonal storage have
been developed and tested in full scale in Sweden, which is somewhat of a world leader in this field. The various types of stores employ different combinations of heat storage medium, heat transfer fluid, heat transfer principle and storage time. Heat
transfer may be direct, which means that the heat transfer fluid penetrates the store (aquifer heat stores), or also constitutes
the heat storage medium, or indirect, by means of heat transfer
between a system of pipes or holes and the storage medium.
From an environmental point of view, there is also an important distinction between open and closed systems, which indicates whether the heat transfer fluid is in direct contact with
its surroundings or whether it is wholly or partly isolated from
them. The principles of three different methods of storage are
illustrated in Figure 11, while Table 4 illustrates the various
combinations of media and methods that can be encountered.
»Warm» well

»Cold» well

Hot

Cold
Warm

f§
Rock cavern
heat store

Warm

.. -U

Aquifer heat store

Ground heat store

Figure 11 Schematic diagrams of three different methods of heat storage
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The choice of type of store depends primarily on store size
and geological conditions. Stores also have differing physical
characteristics in terms of possible temperature levels, efficiency and power abstraction rates. Generally, small stores and
stores close to the surface of the ground need to be insulated,
as opposed to large seasonal stores in the ground and groundwater heat stores.
Although, it is possible to store heat at temperatures over
100°C in deep groundwater bodies (i.e. at (a depth of several
hundred metres), the use of groundwater aquifers for heat storage in Sweden is most conveniently effected in shallow sand
and gravel deposits, in which storage temperatures are low
(20-30°C). Stable thermal stratification is aimed at in water
heat stores in order to achieve high temperature efficiency.
The volume of solid body heat stores in Sweden approaches 2
million m\ of which a large lake sediment heat store in Vallentuna alone accounts for 1.3 million m1. Heat storage in aquifers
Table 4. Methods of heat storage
Storage medium

Storage
time

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(X)

X

X

X

X

X

Heat storage in water (water-filled chambers)
Rock cavern: new'
X
X
Abandoned oil
X
X
storage caverns
X
Abandoned mines
X
Excavated pits'
X
X
Tanks
X
Ix)
x
x+salt x
Solar ponds
Ix)
x

x+glycol
x+glyeo)

(x)
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

(X)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1 Borehole heat store; 2 Aquifer heat store; 3 Rock cavern heat store;
4 Excavated pit heat store
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Open

X

X

Heat storage in water and solid materials
X
Sand or gravel
deposits'
X
Fissured or
X
porous rock'
X
Block-filled
X
rock cavern
X
Gravel-filled
X
excavated pit

Heat storage with phase change
Salts
X
X
Water/ice in:
Clay
X
Peat
X

Closed

X

X
X

Indirect

Direct

X

Air

Building structures
Ceramics
Water gel

j Water

Short-term

Seasonal

Heat storage in solid materials
Rock'
X
Clay
X
Peat
X
Lake sediment
X

Heat transfer Heat transfer Contact
fluid
method
with surroundings

has been employed only for low-temperature heat stores, operating at temperatures of 3-20°C. Stores of this type account
for about 3.5 million m3 of aquifer volume. In the two largest
projects, the stores are used both to supply heat during the
winter and cooling during the summer, resulting in good overall operating economics. The proportion of such stores is expected to increase. About 1.0 million m3 of water heat stores
have been constructed: this figure does not include a number of
steel tank heat stores for short-term storage. Most of this capacity is in abandoned oil storage caverns and mines.
At present, heat stores in salts, ceramics and water gels have poorer economics than the other forms of heat store, and have not been built for practical applications to any significant
extent. They will not be discussed further here.

Environmental loading
From the foregoing, it can be seen that the combination or system of heat source and heat store provides considerable potential for variations in physical design principles and thus also in
environmental load. It is therefore important to check each
project individually in its entirety. Nevertheless, this chapter
is restricted to the heat store in isolation, and systems comparisons will be dealt with separately.
Different types of environmental load can be identified in
connection with construction, operation and closure/rundown
of heat stores. Table 5 presents an overview of these aspects
which are thereafter discussed in more detail.
The thermal load can be said to be more or less unavoidable,
as it is directly associated with the purpose and operation of
the store. Heat escapes from the store at a rate that is directly
proportional to the difference in temperature between the store
and its surroundings. At the same time, this environmental load also represents an energy loss from the store, which is undesirable from an economic point of view. It is therefore both
environmentally and financially desirable to reduce the losses.
The flow of heat from heat stores can be relatively easily calculated (see Claesson et al., 1985), provided that details are
known of the thermal characteristics of the ground and of
groundwater flows. In some cases, groundwater flows have
been found to be responsible for major departures from estimated and expected losses. An example of heat loss resulting from
groundwater flows is provided by a high-temperature groundwater heat store in The Netherlands, where it has been estimated that ground temperatures are more than 5 K above normal for a distance of 400 m downstream of the store. The carryoff of heat from heat stores in Swedish gravel aquifers, consisting of esker materials and operating at a low temperature of
about 20°C, is more difficult to determine, and such projects
need to be preceded by careful geohydrological investigations.
The effects on groundwater flows on rock caverns or borehole
heat stores in sound rock are very much less, and the area affected by the outward flow of heat extends for only a few tens
of metres from the store.
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Table 5. Different types of environmental load from heat stores

Thermal load

Heating, cooling, (freezing)

Emissions and spread of foreign substances
Continuously,
Water treatment (open systems)
regularly
Sludge formation in wells
Pathogenic bacteria (Legionnaires' disease)
Metals (heat stores in mines)
Hydrocarbons (heat stores in
abandoned oil storage caverns)
Leakage, accidents Antifreeze (glycol etc.)
Use of material» Plastic materials (primarily PVC,
PUR insulation with CFCs)
Metals (surface treatment)

Ground ute

Below ground (water rights)
Ground surface

Construction

Noise
Dust
Tips
Risk of accidents

Other

Aesthetic aspects

Thermal insulation and impermeable seals are required between the water in excavated pit heat stores (and similar heat
stores) and the surrounding ground. For them, heat flow into
the ground depends on the performance of the insulation.
In some cases, it is necessary to resort to chemical means to
avoid problems of bacteria growth (slime formation), precipitation of lime or iron hydroxide or corrosion of metallic parts.
These problems, in turn, are caused by the changes in temperature, altering the solubility of various ions, and also influencing equilibrium concentrations with respect to the solid material. It is therefore possible to suffer from solution of minerals
in one part of the store and deposits in another. In particular,
continuous treatment of the water is likely to be needed, to
control its chemical composition, in stores in which the water
comes into contact with large areas of easily weathered minerals (aquifer heat stores, open circuit borehole heat stores).
One method (of many) of water treatment in high-temperature aquifer heat stores in which there is a risk of precipitation
of calcium carbonate, is to add hydrochloric acid to the water.
This results in conversion of the bicarbonate ions in the
groundwater 10 carbon dioxide, which can be released to the atmosphere, and chloride ions, as follows:
HCO3 + HC1CO2 + H 2 O + C\
In practice, this means that the chloride content of the groundwater increases, and that this salt water can migrate away
from the store. If this loss is powered by a natural groundwater
current, spread of chloride ions can be considerably greater

than the corresponding heat flow and can, in the worst case, affect water sources downstream.
Water is sometimes chlorinated in order to avoid problems of
iron precipitation and slime in well systems caused by iron
bacteria. Chlorination could also be needed if there was a risk
of the spread of pathogenic bacteria from an aquifer heat store
to the user.
Problems in connection with water treatment have been observed by IEA (International Energy Agency), which has recently started a research programme in order to evaluate possible methods of treatment and to suggest suitable methods
(Greulich, 1988). This work will also include consideration of
environmental aspects.
Antifreeze additives in the form of glycols, alcohols or salts
(e.g. CaCl2> are used in closed systems (pipes systems in rock
or earth) that can be cooled to temperatures below 0°C. The
growing need for heat stores capable of storing both heat and
cold makes it likely that such systems will become more common. There is a certain degree of risk of leakage of antifreeze
and its spread in the groundwater. There are similar problems
in connection with heat abstraction using heat pumps, which
will be considered in more detail in the chapter on heat pumps.
The use of resources/materials for heat storage systems
consist primarily of pipes, sealing membranes and thermal insulation, often of plastic. Plastic materials create an environmental load in connection with their manufacture and destruction. Probably the worst in these respects is PVC, which is
used for main pipes and heat exchanger pipes in some systems.
The manufacture of PVC results in the release of vinyl chloride
and dichlorethane, which are genotoxic substances, while its
destruction by incineration presents the risk of formation of
dioxins and other chlorinated organic compounds.
Polyurethanes (PUR), which are used in foamed plastic insulation for excavated pit stores (see Lundin, Widing, 1987), require allergenic and toxic isocyanates in their manufacture.
Considerable quantities of CFCs are still used for foaming such
insulation, but this use will be discontinued and replaced by
the use of less harmful foaming agents. Various sealing layers
have been tested for use in stores of this type, including polyethene, Teflon and, in recent times, also copper. Much use is also
made of polyethene for piping. Although polyethene is relatively innocuous when being disposed of, manufacture involves
considerable emissions of ethene, which involves problems
such as formation of oxidants. Copper sheet in contact with flowing groundwater can give rise to local problems of high copper levels, particularly if the groundwater is acid.
Ground use requirements differ considerably from one
type of store to another. In the case of rock cavern heat stores,
the ground above the store can remain unaffected, and the only
visible sign of the presence of the store is the entrance tunnel.
Construction of stores in sound rock does not either involve
any conflict with groundwater interests. As far as aquifer heat
stores are concerned, the works necessary at the surface are limited to structures over the abstraction and infiltration wells.
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However, this type of store does involve a clear conflict with other users of groundwater resources. Borehole heat stores in
rock, and vertical hose systems in earth, generally involve
using the area above the store for distribution manifolds, pipes, connections, etc. The necessary area varies between about
2 000 and 12 000 mVGWh. Lower values can be achieved by
drilling downwards in a divergent pattern. Existing vegetation
coverage is often completely destroyed, but it should be possible to use the ground for parking or us a grassed area. In the
case of heat stores in the form of horizontal hose systems in
lake sediment or peat bogs, the specific area requirements can
amount to as much as 50 000 mVGWh. It is apparent that this
presents a clear risk of conflict with environmental protection
and recreational interests. Excavated pit heat stores and large
tanks can occupy a ground surface area of 1-9 000 nWGWh,
which cannot normally be used for other purposes.
In some cases, disturbance during the constructional phase
can present a problem when heavy traffic has to be accommodated in sensitive surroundings in established residential
areas. This applies particularly to problems to noise and traffic
associated with drilling and blasting. Special care also needs tc
be taken in respect of the risk of accidents with children in the
neighbourhood and to ensure minimum interference with their
play patterns. Damage to nature during the constructional period is particularly noticeable in the case of heat stores in peat
bogs and lake sediment. Tracks left by heavy machinery in peat bogs can result in permanent damage and changes to the
water balance of the bog, while the laying of hoses in lake sediment can result in muddying of the water and release of nutrients. Figure 12 is an overview of the various activities and
their associated nuisance during the building phase.

to a
Airborne noise
Vibration
Noise

Infra-noise
Percussive noise
Accidents

Traffic

Restrictions
Accidents

Children

Play
Gases

Spread

Particles

Nature

Figure 12 Levels of disturbance caused by various activities when building a heat store. The blacker the rectangle, the greater the risk of disturbance
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Special problems can arise in connection with the use of
existing spaces in abandoned oil storage caverns or mines. In
the case of mines, levels of dissolved metals in the storage water can be so high that the water must be kept carefully isolated from the heat distribution system, and cannot be discharged to a recipient.
Abandoned oil storage caverns naturally contain a considerable quantity of oily residues adhering to the walls. Laboratory investigations indicate that such oil will be released from
the rock and rise to the top in water temperatures of 50°C and
above. There ought therefore to be no need to clean such rock
caverns prior to use, but merely to skim off the oil residues
from the surface of the water. However, it is not feasible to expect microbial action in digesting the oil residues, as the majority of bacteria are killed by temperatures in the range
50-75°C. In the longer term, remaining traces of oil will gradually dissolve in the water. Solubility varies from one hydrocarbon to another, but is relatively high in the cases of polyaromatic hydrocarbons, which present serious risks in respect of health and environmental hazards.
An advantage in the use of abandoned oil storage caverns as
heat stores is that the rock walls will already have become
heated by the warm or hot oil. Heat losses should therefore be
close to the equilibrium value after the first year's operation.
In addition, such caverns were designed and built so that
groundwater flows into the store, from which it can be pumped
out. The caverns were built so that no oil could migrate out
from them into the surrounding rock. The same mechanism
should apply when using the cavern as a heat store, which admittedly increases heat losses somewhat, but prevents the migration of oil into the rock. The groundwater that is pumped
out, together with dissolved oil residues, must be discharged to
a recipient after treatment, but this will probably result in less
pollution than if the rock cavern had been simply abandoned
and left.

Environmental effects
Very little data is available from investigation of environmental
effects associated with heat storage technology. One reason for
this is simply the fact that ground heat stores have been in use
for only a few years. It can take up to 10-20 years before temperature effects from a large seasonal heat store reach the surface of the ground, which means that any effects on vegetation
or organisms in the ground should not yet have occurred. Another reason is that it is only very recently that attention has
been drawn to the feared effects that can be linked to chemical
water treatment and micro-organisms in the ground. Results
from current investigation in this field are expected to become
available during 1990. Descriptions of environmental effects
must therefore be based mainly on general knowledge and views from those working in the sector. Table 6 provides an overview of the direct environmental effects that have occurred,
classified by type of effect, geographical and temporal extent.
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Changes in vegetation associated with underground pipes
that warm the ground have been investigated, and these changes should be similar to those to be expected above a heat store. The vegetation suffers if the rise in ground temperature exceeds about 2 K at a depth of 0.5 m (Heidemij, 1983). Heat stores in aquifers normally cause temperature rises of only a few
tenths of a degree close to the ground surface. There is a greater risk of unwelcome high ground temperatures in the cases of
borehole heat stores in rock or clay, and this should be borne in
mind when considering the use to which the ground above the
store can be put. In the case of heat stores in rock caverns, mines etc., the temperature at the surface of the ground depends
on the storage temperature and the depth of ground cover.
Table 6. Environmental effects of heat stores and their extent in time
and space
Type of effect
Effects on ecosystems
Vegetation changes
Damage to the ground (peat)
Nutrient and oxygen balance in lakes

Space

Time

Local
Local
Local

Decades
Decades
During operation

Health hazards
Chemical pollution of groundwater
Microbial pollution of groundwater
Risk of accidents (construction phase)

Hectares
Local
Local

Decades
During operation
Months

Environmental nuisances
Noise (building phase)
Vibration (building phase)
Aesthetic

Local
Local
Local

Months
Months
Decades

Environmental costs and environmental protection costs
Settlement (clay heat stores)
Store area Years
Groundwater protection
Hectares Decades
Figure 13 (Eftring, 1983) is an example of a calculation of expected temperature rises at a depth of 1 m in the rock around
the Lyckebo cavern heat store. The maximum temperature rise
expected is somewhat more than 2 K. At a depth of 2.5 m, the
temperature rise will be about half this value, which would indicate that effects on vegetation are unlikely. However, it is
not a completely reliable conclusion, as the flow of heat also results in drying out of the ground, which can affect plant
growth. In the case of deep-rooted trees, such as Scots pines
and oaks, this drying out of the ground can be harmful and result in reduced growth.
Changes in groundwater chemistry and in microbial activity
in the ground could involve certain risks or nuisance to users of
the water connected to the heat store or nearby groundwater
extraction points. However, no such problems have so far been
reported from systems in operation. Potential chemical health
hazards can arise in connection with chlorination of the water
or the addition of other biocides. Chlorine involves clear risks
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of the formation and spread of health and environmentally hazardous chlorinated organic compounds. Corresponding problems associated with the formation of substances such as
chlorophenols and chloroform are regarded as very serious in
connection with chlorination of drinking water and chlorine
bleaching of wood pulp. Health and environmental risks and
effects must be carefully considered when developing and deciding on methods of water treatment to prevent precipitation or
corrosion.
Temperature rise, °C
.10 n

•1.0-

00
100

200

Distance from centre of store, m

Figure 13 Theoretical temperature rise at a depth of 1 m below the
ground surface above the Lyckebo heat store (after Efiring, 1983)

Microbiological changes in the ground represent a relatively
unknown area. It is only in recent years that it has been realised that the ground supports a rich microflora down to a considerable depth, which is almost entirely bound to particles in
the ground and not to the groundwater. Raising the temperature to about 60°C or more normally results in killing all the
microorganisms. At lower temperatures, on the other hand, associated with low-temperature heat storage, conditions can be
right for optimum growth.
From an environmental viewpoint, therefore, it can be feared
that high-temperature heat storage can result in partial loss of
the ability of the ground to purify itself in respect of organic
substances. Low-temperature storage, on the other hand, could
result in the growth of pathogenic bacteria in the heat store,
and particularly Legionella, which produces a serious form of
pneumonia. If the water in the store is separated from the distribution water by a heat exchanger, no problems need occur.
If, on the other hand, the water is used directly in showers,
open cooling towers or similar equipment, there is a considerable risk of the spread of infection via inhalation of aerosols.
Other types of effects, as mentioned in Items 1-3 of the table, are strongly dependent on local conditions and quality of
workmanship. This means that, for example, it should be possible to construct heat stores consisting of horizontal hose sys41

terns in peat bogs during the winter without serious damage,
as the frozen layer would support the necessary machinery.
The resulting effects on vegetation and on recreation would be
slight. More serious effects could be expected if the work were
carried out during the summer, or if an open method of storage
was employed. In this latter case, there would be a risk of severe subsidence of the bog, linked to the release of methane.
There are also subsidence risks associated with hose-type heat
stores in clay, both at high storage temperatures and at freezing. However, this is more of a technical/economic problem
than an environmental problem.

Environmental consequenes
In order to be able to assess the overall adverse environmental
consequences of heat storage technology, the effects must first
be weighted relative to each other and then evaluated. Such
evaluation is based on interpretation of various comparisons
(e.g. between different forms of energy) with other polluting activities, with developments over time or with the cost of necessary environmental protection measures. It must be clearly understood that this interpretation and choice of comparison materials cannot be regarded as scientific 'truth', but reflects the
evaluations current at the time of making the evaluation. Evaluation is further complicated by the fact that the technology is
not always the same, but consists of many variants of types of
store and local conditions. Below, we briefly discuss the consequences of the various methods of storage in respect of a number of evaluation criteria.
Expressed in relation to the energy quantity throughput,
energy requirements and their associated environmental effects
for the manufacture of materials and construction of the store
are regarded as being considerably less than for other forms of
energy plant. In this respect, the aquifer heat store is probably
the best, with tanks and excavated pit heat stores the worst.
Quantitative information on professional and public risks
have not been calculated, but it reasonable to assume that they
are modest in comparison with other energy plant. Risks during operation should be negligible.
The ground area used is relatively large, comparable with
that needed for solar heating installations. However, in this case, the ground above heat stores can generally be used for some
other purpose and/or have a natural vegetation cover, with the
result that environmental impact in terms of ground use must
be given a low weighting. The best in this respect are rock cavern and aquifer heat stores, and the worst are borehole and
excavated pit heat stores.
In the case of stores in peat bogs and lake sediment, there
are no alternative applications for use of the ground for building purposes, although there are considerations of recreational aspects, fishing and other interests. The use of groundwater reservoirs as heat stores, and the associated risk of contamination of groundwater, constitute a potential conflict of re42

sources. Greater importance should be attached to a safe supply of good-quality drinking water rather than to the alternative heat storage capacity, which in some cases might restrict
the potential for heat storage.
Although our knowledge of environmental load and effects
is, of course, incomplete, it is unlikely that any extensive or
complex new environmental effects will arise.
Finally, we conclude with a subjective evaluation, summarising the assessments of the council's Environmental Consequences Group.
This is summarised in the diagram shown in Figure 14. Consequences relating to the natural environment, health hazards,
quality of life and environmental costs have been classified by
their degree of influence, 'value density* of the at-risk sector
(the potential conflict interface) and the level of knowledge, expressed as the degree of lack of knowledge. A qualitative measure, expressed on the scale from 'best' (no effect) to 'worst'
(considerable effect) has been given for each of these factors.
For the lack of knowledge column, a high value represents little knowledge, while a low value indicates a relatively reliable
assessment. When assigning weighting:, allowance has been
made for the expected use of the various types of heat store.
Our final assessment of heat storage technology is that, although it is not entirely free of reservations from an environmental viewpoint, it should nevertheless be regarded as doing
very little harm to the environment. The adverse effects that
can arise are local and limited in time. No extensive physical
measures are needed to restrict environmental loading, although suitable low-pollution methods of water treatment need
to be developed. There are also problems of environmental nuisance during the building phase in urban areas.
Environmental consequences of heat storage
Considerable-r

Degree
(heat store)
x Conflict
2 interface
i L3Ck Of

knowledge

None

Nature

Health

Quality
of life

Cost

Figure 14 Assessment summary of environmental consequences of heat
storage technology
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The environmental
consequences of heat
pump technology
Heat pumps are used to supply heat, primarily for space heating purposes in buildings, and operate by converting a small
quantity of high-value input drive energy and a larger quantity
of low-value input thermal energy to more high-value thermal
energy.
Drive energy

Thermal energy
at high temperature

Thermal energy
at low temperature

Figure 15 Energy flows in a heat pump

The process is usually a closed compression process, in which a
working medium having suitable thermodynamic properties is
compressed (in the gaseous phase) to a pressure at which its
evaporation temperature (boiling point) is a few degrees higher
than the required temperature of the heat transfer medium
(water or air). The working medium can then give up its latent
heat of vaporisation to the heat transfer medium in a heat exchanger (condenser), for onward transport to the point of use.
The condensed working medium (now in liquid form) passes
an expansion valve by which the pressure - and thus also the
boiling point - and temperature are substantially reduced. Before the medium is again induced into the compressor, it must
be vaporised, which is done in another heat exchanger (the
evaporator), in which the medium is heated and vaporised
through the input of heat at low temperature. The latent heat
of vaporisation is therefore supplied by the surroundings (natural heat) or from a low-temperature source of waste heat.
Several other heat pump processes are possible, such as absorption processes or compression and expansion of air. However, these processes are not at present generally commercially
viable, and will not be considered further on these pages.
The energy for compressor operation is normally electricity,
although the use of combustion engines also occurs. An interesting future fuel for the latter is natural gas.
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The heat pump saves primary energy and contributes to increasing the overall efficiency of the energy system. Its coefficient of performance (COP), which indicates how efficient the heat pump is, is defined as the ratio between the heat supplied by
the pump and the primary energy input. For space heating and
sin !ar applications, using natural heat sources, the coefficient
of performance normally varies between 2.0 and 3.0. In industrial applications, and in other cases where the heat source is
at a relatively high temperature, considerably higher COPs
can be achieved.
Heat pump technology can be applied on a scale ranging
from small exhaust air heat pumps, with outputs of a few kW,
up to large lake or sewage effluent heat pumps, supplying heat
to district heating systems and having output powers ranging
from tens up to about 100 MW. A large number of heat pumps
were installed in Sweden between 1984 and 1987, and they are
at present supplying an annual energy quantity of about 11
TWh. The number of heat pumps operating in Sweden at present is about 120 000, of which about 90 % are small domestic
heat pumps with varying heat sources.
Most of the country's heat pump energy, however, is supplied by the large heat pumps, which were installed during an internationally unique period of substantial expansion. The present rate of installation, however, is low, and consists mainly
of exhaust air heat pumps in new buildings.
In the light of present-day relatively low oil prices, and uncertainty relating to future fuel and electricity prices, heat
pump systems today are economically viable only if conditions
are extremely favourable. One such application is that of buildings requiring both heating and cooling, and in which a single
machine can meet both requirements. Technical development
has therefore concentrated on improving the economic competitiveness of heat pumps through cheaper designs or higher performance and availability.

Environmental loading and
environmental effects
Heat pump technology is a system in which energy is converted
at several different points: in the heat pump itself by the thermodynamic heat pump process, in the heat source through take-up and supply of low-temperature heat, and in the plant
used for production and supply of drive energy.
Energy is also converted in connection with use of the heat,
but this will not be considered further here. Enviionmental loading and effects can be related to the various energy conversion stages, and are described individually on the following pages. We shall start, however, with a review (Table 7) of the various types of environmental loading that can occur.
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Table 7. Different types of environmental loading from heat pumps

Type of environmental loading Cause/source
Thermal loading

Cooling, (freezing)

Emissions and spread
of foreign substance»

CFCs, Antifreeze mixtures, Oil
Salt-containing or iron-containing
groundwater

Noise

Compressors and fans

Use of materials

Metals (surface treatment), Plastic
materials, primarily polyethene

Ground use

Below ground, Surface water and
groundwater

Construction

Site damage, Muddying of surface
water, Noise
Electricity for compressor, fan and
pump drives

Energy conversion

The heat pump as a machine
and as a process
The manufacture of heat pumps and their ancillary equipment
involves conventional manufacturing industry practice. Most of
the material in the machine is steel, with much of the rest
being copper. These materials can be recycled and - at least, as
far as the steel is concerned - cannot be regarded as particularly environmentally polluting. Problems in connection with
such manufacturing processes as surface treatment are relatively well known, the use of new chemicals or combinations of
chemicals could possibly cause unexpected problems. Other
materials, such as titanium and plastics (polyethene), are used
in some cases in evaporators and heat collectors.
Quantitatively, environmental problems should be in relation to the quantities of materials used. The specific weight of
a medium-sized heat pump, operating for 5000 h/year and
using groundwater as its heat source, is about 4 g/kWh, year.
For comparison, the specific quantity of aluminium in the commonest types of Swedish solar collector systems amounts to
about 15 g/kWh, year.
Generally, the manufacture and assembly of heat pumps does not involve any unusual work environment risks. The handling of CFCs, however, particularly in large installations, does
involve a risk to personnel exposed to high concentrations,
which must be considered. Admittedly, CFCs are not acutely
toxic, but large releases in confined spaces can constitute a
threat to life simply because the oxygen content becomes so low
that there is a risk of asphyxiation. The pulse rate can also be
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dangerously increased. At lower concentrations, effects such as
giddiness and inebriation, similar to that caused by solvents,
can be caused. If CFCs are exposed to fire or incandescence,
phosgene, which is extremely toxic, can be produced as one of
the breakdown products. Smoking must therefore be avoided.
The hygienic limit for inhalation during an eight-hour working
day is 500 ppm. Requirements intended to protect personnel
against leakage include the use of detection equipment and
emergency ventilation.

Noise and vibration
Compressor, fans and pumps in heat pump systems generate
noise that can be intrusive both indoors and outdoors. Although this noise can be reduced through careful capacity selection of the elements of the system, this is normally not sufficient but requires the addition of silencing enclosures, which
must serve their purpose satisfactorily for the life of the system. It is important to ensure that noise is suitably prevented
right from the start, in order to avoid negative attitudes from
those living nearby.
The noise problem is exacerbated by the fact that heat
pumps are often sited in residential areas, where any noise
problems are always a sensitive problem. Particular difficulty
is likely to be caused by intermittent noises, associated with
starting and stopping and, in some cases, by low frequency noise. These types of noise are regarded as particularly irritating
by many people.
Small heat pumps are routinely tested for noise, and do not
generally cause any particular problems with noise indoors.
Units installed outdoors, on the other hand, often have difficulty in complying with maximum permissible noise levels (which,
in Sweden, vary with time and place), although in relation to
the number of existing installations, the frequency of complaints cannot be said to be especially high. A guide value for
noise at night-time in residential areas for new equipment is
an equivalent noise level of 40 dB(A).
As far as large heat pumps are concerned, it is particularly
the air heat pumps that can have difficulty in meeting noise
standards. Existing installations have therefore been carefully
evaluated in terms of noise problems. The results indicate that
it is perfectly possible to apply noise protection to the installations so that those living in the vicinity are not disturbed by
them. However, this does required careful design, with attention paid to all details. It is, on the other hand, normally not
possible to reduce the noise level inside the plants to a level
that is acceptable from a health and safety at work aspect,
which means that it is necessary for persons working in the buildings to wear hearing protectors.
5

The National Environmental Protection Board's Refrigerant Rules
and the Swedish Refrigeration Standards regulate internal and external safety and environmental problems, e.g. release of CFCa.
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The CFC problem
In recent years, the environmental risks resulting from leakage 6) of CFCs have been recognised as the main environmental
problem associated with heat pumps. Only five years ago, this
was regarded by the Swedish environmental protection authorities as a secondary problem, in spite of the fact that the ability to destroy the ozone layer was already known. However, two
factors subsequently led to the adoption of a more restrictive
attitude: the alarming new (and unexpected) results of research into the thinning of the ozone layer above the Antarctic,
and details of major CFC emissions, primarily from the large
site-built heat pumps plants. 7) CFCs in the atmosphere have
also been indicted in contributing about 25 % to the atmospheric greenhouse effect. Further investigation of CFC releases indicated that the heat pump sector is responsible for only a
small part of the total releases (about 10% in Sweden), but that
did not prevent the use of heat pumps acquiring a poor environmental risk reputation.
It is primarily the chlorine atoms in the stable and longlived CFC compounds, which in the case of heat pumps are
mainly CFC 12, which represent a danger to the stratospheric
ozone layer. Chlorine levels in the stratosphere have increased
as a result of these emissions, from a background level of 0.7
ppb to about 2.8 ppb. The ozone layer has been thinned by
about 1 % world-wide, but there has been a dramatic thinning,
known as the hole in the ozone layer, above the Antarctic. This
hole forms during the winter, and is associated with the extremely low temperature of the Antarctic winter. The average
temperature over the Arctic is higher than over the Antarctic,
with the result that no hole in the ozone layer has yet been observed there, although the total ozone content during the winter declined by 6% between 1979 and 1987.
The reduction in the ozone layer allows more short-wave ultra-violet radiation (UVB) to reach the earth, which is suspected of increasing the risks of certain forms of skin cancer and
which may be damaging to plant life. On the basis of what is
known, no significant biological effects have occurred on a global scale. There is, however, relative agreement on the fact
that the growth of phytoplankton in the polar seas around the
Antarctic has been adversely affected by the higher level of
UVB radiation reaching the surface of the earth through the
ozone hole. There is not, however, agreement on the magnitude
of this effect or on its importer-"*».
The global risks associated with release of CFCs have been
regarded so seriously that they have resulted in international

6

CFC is an abbreviation for chlorinated fluorocarbon, sometimes referred to as Freon, which is a trade mark of E.I. Dupont de Nemours.
7

An annual average leakage from large heat pumps equivalent to up
to 25 % of their original quantity of working medium was found in the
early years. This has now been reduced to the level where leakage of
about 5 % is regarded as a realistic objective.
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agreements aimed at stopping the manufacture and use of
CFCs before the end of the century. Certain countries, including Sweden and West Germany, have national programmes of
achieving earlier phase-out. The refrigeration and heat pump
industry thereby faces an enormous challenge: that of finding
alternatives to CFC in a short times, capable of meeting all requirements relating to physical performance, safety and environmental safety. However, it should be pointed out that there
is inadequate data, including that on toxicity, for several of the
alternative working media proposed, and that much research
will be needed before we can finally say for certain what their
environmental characteristics are. Their effects on the ozone
layer and on the global radiation balance, on the other hand,
are known. Considerable resources are being devoted today to
research and development of new working media. Hopefully, it
will be possible to find replacements that can meet all the relevant requirements, so that the CFC problem can be struck off
the agenda.

Natural heat sources
The prerequisites for, and environmental effects of, heat abstraction from the ground, water and air were thoroughly investigated during the first half of the 1980s. The problems that
can arise have been identified and can, to some extent, also be
quantified. The results of this work have been summarised and
evaluated by the Council's Environmental Consequences
Group (1985), and the following description is based largely on
that of the Group's report. The report also includes a detailed
reference list and so, to avoid unnecessary repetition, the bibliography in this report deals mainly only with material published since 1985.
One of the three methods illustrated in Figure 16 is used to
abstract heat from the surroundings. The process which is somewhat incorrectly referred to as 'direct evaporation' means
that the evaporator is arranged in the form of a loop of pipe installed directly in the heat source and absorbing heat from it
by conduction and, possibly, convection. The other two methods
incorporate the evaporator as part of the heat pump, with heat
being supplied to it by a flow of air or liquid.
Indirect systems, which can also be referred to as closed systems, involve the use of a brine circuit, containing water with a
suitable antifreeze additive, between the heat source and the
heat pump. That part of the circuit passing through the heat
source, known as the collector, absorbs heat from the surrounding ground, water or air. Open systems involve pumping a
flow of air or water directly from the heat source to the evaporator, in which the air or water temperature is reduced by a
few degrees before discharging it to the original area or to
another recipient.
Table 8 is an overview of various methods of utilising heat
sources for heat pumps.
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Direct evaporation

1J
Indirect, closed system

1]
Indirect, open system
Evaporator

t i
Figure 16 Schematic diagrams of heat abstraction methods for heat
pumps

Low-temperature heat transfer fluids
The heat exchanger circuit in indirect systems usually consists
of a closed hose or pipe system, conveying heat from the collector to the evaporator of the heat pump. The circuit contains a
heat transfer fluid, suitably protected against freezing, and
consisting usually of a glycol, alcohol or salt solution, with additives to prevent corrosion and/or bacteria and algae growth.
Table 8. Different types of heat sources for heat pumps
Heat source

Medium/type

Direct Closed Open

Surface earth heat
Deep earth heat
Rock heat
Groundwater heat
Surface water heat
Outdoor air
Exhaust air
Sewage effluent
Other waste heat
Low-temperature
heat stores
Flue gas cooling

Clay, sand
Clay, sand

X
X
X

Gravel, fissured rock
X
Lake, river, coast
Fan, convectors
X
Purified, raw
Industry
Aquifer, borehole

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Leakage of the low-temperature heat transfer fluid has been
reported in a number of cases. Leaks may occur through, or as
a result of, joints, settlement of the ground or damage caused
during excavation work. A leak allows the liquid to run out into the surrounding ground or water, to be spread by groundwa60

ter transport and diffusion. There is therefore a risk of pollution of nearby water sources, particularly as the chemicals involved break down and are absorbed only very slowly at the
temperatures and oxygen levels encountered in the ground.
The liquids used as low-temperature heat transfer fluids have relatively low toxicity, although oxygen depletion associated
with the breakdown of glycols and alcohols can result in secondary effects such as, for example, the formation of hydrogen
sulphide. Drinking water may be tainted. These risks justify
restrictions in respect of siting heat pumps near water sources.
The risks must not, however, be over-estimated: possible emissions are fairly small in relation to the dilution capacity, and in
many cases the spread of the liquid is extremely slow, of the order of only a few metres a year. The risk of leakage from collectors incorporating vertical hose systems in the earth or rock is
less than that from horizontal systems, and it ought also to be
relatively easy to pump up any escaped liquid from such a borehole. In recent years, solutions of potassium carbonate have
been introduced as a 'golden oldie' alternative to other lowtemperature heat transfer liquids, which should be promising
in both environmental and technical terms.

Surface earth heat
Surface earth heating systems abstract heat from layers of the
earth close to the surface, using horizontal hose systems buried
at a depth of about 1 m. Variations of the method include several layers of hoses, or hoses driven vertically into the earth to
the depth of some metres (deep earth heating). Common systems are of the indirect type, using polyethene hose as the heat
collector. A number of successful installations have also used
direct systems, with a copper pipe circuit in the ground providing direct evaporation. The amount of heat abstracted depends on the type of ground, its moisture content and the local
climate. The average annual heat abstraction is usually in the
range 30-100 kWh/m2 of ground surface.
Heat abstraction results in cooling and freezing of the
ground around the hoses, and this effect is particularly marked
during the latter part of the winter and the spring. This naturally affects the growth and living conditions of plants and organisms in the ground within the vicinity of the collector area.
Simulation of ground temperatures has shown that the available growing period can be reduced by 1-3 weeks. It has also
been noted that the number of earthworms, and the activity of
micro-organisms breaking down dead vegetation, are considerably reduced above the collector (see Figure 17).
The effect on garden plants varies. Horticultural experiments have shown that species that are well-adapted to the
area generally grow well, while less hardy plants are more affected. The development of spring-flowering bulbs is delayed,
or can even fail entirely if too much heat is abstracted. This applies particularly to daffodils. The flowering of roses is also affected, although the effect depends of the hardiness of the particular species. Bushes and trees are affected only slightly or
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not at all by normal abstractions, although certain species are
sensitive to high rates of abstraction. As far as grass» is concerned, it can more or less be said that heat abstraction is beneficial, partly by increasing the amount of moisture around the
hoses and partly by impeding the growth of herbaceous weeds.
Differences in moisture content can appear above ground in
the form of stripes in a lawn, with the ground above the hoses
being greener while other parts are affected by drought.
Effects on plants and the ground are restricted to the area
above the collector hose, and really concern only the owner of
the system. It is perfectly possible to match heat abstraction
and the types of plants to each other, so that adverse effects
are avoided. Only a few owners of such systems have actually
experienced any visible effects to their plants. What is more
noticeable, however, is the damage that can be caused by carelessness when burying the hoses or by frost heave above the
hoses during the spring in moraine and silt soils.
Vertically driven collector systems in earth or rock (rock heating systems) have only insignificant effects on temperatures

May

'

June

'

July

August

'September' October

Reference area
— — — Rated output
3 x rated output

Figure 17 Activity of earthworms in a reference area of ground and in
two areas from which heat is abstracted at the normal' rate and at
three times the 'normal' rate respectively. Activity is measured as the
number of fallen apple leaves pulled down into the ground
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in the root zone. Effects on vegetation are therefore unlikely
unless several boreholes are sited closely together, which could
result in a slow cooling-down of the entire rock or earth body.

Groundwater heat
Groundwater maintains a constant temperature throughout
the year, varying from 2-3°C in northernmost Sweden to
7-JTC in the south of the country. The temperature rises at
greater depths in the bedrock, and water at a temperature of
20-30°C, referred to as low-temperature geothermal water, can
be recovered from 500 m depth in some parts of Sweden. A
groundwater heat pump cools the water in the evaporator and
then either returns it to the groundwater body or discharges it
to a surface water recipient.
Conventional well-drilling methods are used to supply
groundwater for heating purposes, which means that the problems encountered in association with water abstraction are
well known from drinking water supply installations. These include, for example, problems relating to lowering of the
groundwater table and the risk of a gradual deterioration in
groundwater quality. However, groundwater quantities required for heating are seven times greater than those required for
normal domestic applications, which means that such problems
can be accentuated and that it is not possible to satisfy all water interests.
The quality requirements of water for heat abstraction, on
the other hand, are considerably lower than those for water for
consumption, and if abstraction results in the induction of salt
water or hard water there is also a risk of affecting drinking
water sources in the vicinity. A risk of high salt contents is

Heat pump

Drain

Or

River/lake

Non return system

Heat pump

Heat pump
„—

0
Re-infiltration system

Combination system

Figure 18 Three different principles of groundwater heat abstraction
systems
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particularly associated with the abstraction of geothermal water. The use of groundwater for heat abstraction should therefore be preceded by careful planning of water resources in order to avoid conflicts.
Re-infiltration of the cooled water to the groundwater zone
results in a reduction in temperature which spreads with the
groundwater current. From an environmental point of view,
this cooling is probably of little significance. However, if the
water is discharged to a smaller stream or ditch, the temperature effect may be more marked, particularly during the summer, and affect plant and animal life. In both cases, to, the precipitation of iron and manganese compounds can cause problems. In some cases, such precipitation has led to clogging
that has rendered re-infiltration more or less impossible. Due
allowance must be made for the chemical characteristics of the
water, and systems should be designed so that the groundwater does not come into contact with air.
Another possible effect is the risk of polluting the groundwater with oil in the event of a leak in the evaporator. CFC evaporates to the atmosphere from such a leak, but the oil, which is
normally dissolved in the refrigerant, remains in the water circuit. So far, no serious adverse environmental effects of
groundwater heating systems have been reported, although
precipitation is relatively common (>10 % of systems, as revealed by a questionnaire), and has caused problems in several cases.

Surface water and sewage effluent heat
Heat abstraction from lakes, flowing waterways and coastal
waters is performed using either open or closed indirect systems. In the latter case, collector sizes are often rated for water
temperatures as low as 0.3-0.5°C, at which temperatures ice
will form on the hoses. Open systems, as used for large installations, are usually rated for incoming water temperatures of
2-2.5°C. Test installations have been built, using ice heat
pumps which abstract heat by freezing to ice and then discharging the ice to a suitable recipient.
The temperature and available heat quantity in a lake during the winter should be investigated from case to case. As a
guide value, a 'normal' lake, having little or only modest
through-flow, can provide a thermal power of 1 W/m2 of surface
area.
Heat abstraction results in changes in the water circulation
pattern, particularly when the lake is covered by ice, and also
in some cooling of the water and the sediment. See Figure 19.
For closed systems, there is also the risk of leakage of the
low-temperature heat transfer fluid, together with obstacles
and restrictions for fishing and the use of boats. Areas of weak
ice or open water can also be formed around discharges from
open systems, while elsewhere in the lake the general reduction in temperature can result in a marginal increase in the
thickness of ice.
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From heat pump
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To heat pump
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Figure 19 Effect on circulation pattern in a lake with heat abstraction
from an open system

An important question is how the abstraction of heat influences the productivity, decomposition and oxygen conditions in
a water body. During the winter, water returned from open
systems results in the transport of nutrient-richer water to the
surface, which could result in an increase in plankton production during the early spring. The formation of ice around hoses
on the bottom results in some increase in the release of phosphorus from the sediment, which is compensated to some degree by a reduced release of phosphorus from the cooled sediment between the hoses. The overall effect of substantial heat
abstraction should be assessed from case to case, making allowance for the major differences in nutrient levels, depths and
temperature conditions between one lake and another. However, in many cases, it is probable that the effects are only
slight.
Changes in the plant life and bottom fauna have been observed in lake bottoms in which hose collectors have been laid.
For zooplankton, passage through the pumps and evaporators
of open systems results in an increase of 5-30 % in the proportion of damaged and dead individuals. Repeated passage results in considerably higher mortality.
Nevertheless, the effects noted probably have very little significance on the lake as a whole, although open systems should
not be sited so that the water can recirculate. Heat abstraction
and cooling of the water are not regarded as resulting in any
change in the level of survival or growth of fish, although the
fish may be affected by reduced activity and possible changes
in their lies.
Heat abstraction from effluent can result in changes to its
stratification level and dilution in the recipient. When discharged to a lake, the effluent stratifies deeper in the lake during
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the summer and nearer the surface during the winter, which
ought to be biologically preferable from the point of view of the
recipient.

Air heat
Air heat pumps utilise the outdoor air or discharge air from building ventilation systems as their heat sources. These latter
systems are generally somewhat incorrectly referred to as exhaust air heat pump systems. 8) Compared with the use of water as the heat transfer medium, air requires high air flows
and large heat exchanger surface areas. Outdoor air heat
pumps also require some means of regular defrosting of the
evaporator surfaces when the air temperature approaches freezing point. Environmental loads from air heat pumps are primarily noise, CFC emissions and the discharge of cold air.
Table 9. A review of the environmental effects of heat pumps and their
spatial and temporal extents. The effects of primary energy use are not
included.
Type of effect
Effect» on ecosystem»
Reduced phytoplankton
production
Climate changes
Changed nutrient
circulation in lakes
Less active plant growth
Health risk»
Skin cancer from
reduced ozone layer
Contaminated wells

Cause/source

Extent

Time

CFC emissions

Global

Decades

CFC emissions
Lake heating
systems
Surface earth
heating

Global
Local

Decades
Same year

Local

Same year

CFC emissions

Global

Decades

Leakage of
Local
low-temperature
heat transfer fluid
Work environment risks CFC emissions
The site
Quality of life change»
Noise
Obstacles to fishing and Lake collectors
open-air recreation

Local
Local

Months
At the time
While in
operation
Same year

Environmental damage and environment protection co»t»
Polluted water sources Leakage of lowLocal
Same year
temperature heat
transfer fluid
Noise
Primarily air
Local
heat pumps
Water rights conflicts
Groundwater
Local
8

Discharge air is that part of the ventilation air discharged from a building, while exhaust air refers to the air flow leaving a room. Exhaust
air may be partly recirculated, or discharged in its entirety.
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The risk of CFC leaks has been assessed as being higher from
large air heat pum^s than from other types of heat pumps, as a
result of the more complicated design and the greater quantity
of refrigerant used, although it has not been possible to confirm this. However, it is clear that, on average, outdoor air heat pumps have exhibited a higher fault frequency than other
types of heat pumps, and that the main reason for CFCs is the
need to service the equipment in connection with replacement
of components of repairs. A change to indirect systems, using a
separate heat exchanger circuit, would reduce the risk of CFC
emissions, but would at the same time reduce the COP and
performance of the heat pump, thus contributing to higher primary energy use.
Measurements of local climate effects around four large air
heat pumps have indicated quite dissimilar results in terms of
dilution, ground spread and recirculation of the cold air plume.
Cooling at ground level of 2 K, or more, was found on a few occasions at a distance of some tens of metres from the heat
pump, while the effect was less on other occasions. As expected, the effect is greatest for the largest heat pumps, and particularly if the position is enclosed. No particular problems with
fog or frost have been reported, and the environmental effects
can be regarded as minor.

Environmental effects of
primary energy use
Compressor-driven heat pumps are powered by electric motors
or combustion engines, with the former predominating. In order to be able to evaluate the total environmental consequences of the use of heat pump systems, it is therefore necessary
also to consider the environmental loads and effects of electricity production and distribution. Electricity production in Sweden in based on approximately equal contributions from hydro
power and nuclear power, with a small proportion of oil-fired or
coal-fired condensing power production or combined heat and
power production. The proportion of power generated by fossilfuelled processes is expected to increase substantially in connection with the planned phase-out of nuclear power production, complemented by a small proportion of wind power and
possibly wave power. In certain cases, the need for new electricity production capacity may make large heat pumps non-viable, in that the district heating systems to which they supply
heat can be used as heat sinks for combined heat and power
production.
The environmental load and effects of various types of electricity production vary considerably. Hydro power and related
methods are regarded in general as 'clean', although they make
considerable demands on land and water resources and can have a significant effect on productive areas on both local and regional scales. Major projects can completely alter the hydraulic
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and sedimentological characteristics of a waterway, and result
in drastic ecological changes, including effects on fish.
Fossil fuels have a global effect on the climate, referred to as
the greenhouse effect, primarily as a result of their emissions
of carbon dioxide. On a regional scale, land and water ecosystems are affected by acid precipitation from emission of oxides
of sulphur and nitrogen. At local level, emissions of particles
and toxic metals can constitute nuisances and health hazards.
Severe local environmental problems can also arise in connection with the abstraction and transport of fuels.
Environmental effects from the combustion of fossil fuels
constitute one of the most serious environmental problems at
present, and emission standards are constantly being tightened up. However, no means of removing carbon dioxide emissions are available at present, and so such emissions can be reduced only by reducing combustion.
Nuclear power is a relatively clean power source during normal operation. The problems associated with it are to be found
instead in the risk of major accidents, the long-term problem of
dealing with radioactive wastes and possible political risks
through links with nuclear weapons. For these reasons, the use
of nuclear power in Sweden will be phased out by 2010, probably resulting in a significant expansion in fossil-fuel power production capacity.
A more detailed presentation of the environmental effects of
electricity production, as used for powering heat pumps, falls
outside the framework of this report. However, a number of
qualitative observations can be made:
• Higher COPs reduce the amount of electric power required
and thereby also the environmental load.
• High availability and degree of energy coverage from heat
pumps favours the environment if alternative or additional
heat production sources have higher specific environmental
loads.
• An expansion in the use of heat pumps, within the framework of existing electricity capacity, would result in only an
insignificant increase in environmental load.
• An expansion in the use of electrically-driven heat pumps,
requiring new electricity production capacity based on fossil
fuels, is directly comparable with the use of heat pumps driven by combustion engines. Depending on the choice of fuels,
COPs, efficiency of electricity production and similar factors,
the environmental load may tip in the favour of one or the
other system.

Environmental consequences
In order to be able to assess the overall adverse environmental
consequences of heat pumps, the effects must first be weighted
relative to each other and then evaluated. Such evaluation is
based on interpretation of various comparisons (e.g. between
different forms of energy) with other polluting activities, with
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developments over time or with the cost of necessary environmental protection measures. Below, we briefly discuss the consequences of heat pump systems in respect of a number of evaluation criteria.
The use of ground and water resources can be compared between heat pump systems using certain natural heat sources,
solar heating systems and heat stores. In the case of surface
earth heat systems, ground requirements amount to about
10-30 mVMWh, year, while for lake systems they are somewhat higher. Groundwater heat pump systems, based on local
infiltration, generally require areas of the order of 2000
mVMWh, year, although the amount of area required at the
surface of the ground is insignificant. The corresponding
ground area requirements for seasonal heat stores range between 1-10 mVMWh, year for borehole and excavated pit heat
stores, and up to 50 mVMWh, year for low-temperature heat
stores in peat. Solar collector arrays require 5-7 mTMWh,
year.
It can be seen that ground area requirements are much the
same for these three technologies, although somewhat higher
for natural heat sources. The decisive factor therefore becomes
the degree of influence on the surroundings, or conflicts with
other potential uses. In this respect, there is a major difference
between the methods. Natural heat abstraction systems can
generally be combined with relatively undisturbed ecosystems
and with other uses of the land or ground. The same applies for
heat stores in rock caverns and groundwater bodies, as well as
for roof-integrated solar collectors. Certain other types of heat
store, on the other hand, and solar collector arrays, both cover
considerable areas of ground. Conflicts concerning the use of
groundwater can arise, both in connection with its use for heat
storage and for heat supply, although the risk of poorer water
quality and spreading effects is probably greater in connection
with heat storage.
Ground area requirements can also be compared with those
of energy forests, which are of the order of 3000 mTMWh, year,
which means that, for the same energy quantity, an energy forest requires an area of land about 100 times larger than for
the corresponding supply of energy by abstraction of natural
heat sources. For hydro power, the reservoirs are normally of
the order of 100 mVMWh, year, i.e. 3-10 times as large as the
ground area requirements for surface earth heating. Both energy forests and hydro power result in drastic changes to the natural ecosystems, and, particularly in the case of hydro power,
it is the sensitive or valuable parts of the landscape that are
affected. In relation to these effects, those of heat abstraction
must be regarded as quite minor.
The effects of heat pump systems on health and well-being
have not been reported to any significant extent, although it is
clear that there are people who are disturbed by noise from
heat pumps. In some cases, too, lake heat pumps will also be
regarded unfavourably as a result of their interference with
open-air recreation and fishing, as can surface earth heat abstraction systems which make gardening more difficult.
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Figure 20 Surface area requirements for surface earth heating, heat
stores, solar collector arrays and hydro power reservoirs

Considerably more serious in the longer term is the damage to
the stratospheric ozone layer resulting from emissions of CFCs,
causing effects that include a potentially increased risk of skin
cancer. Considerable disquiet has been expressed in relation to
this development, as well as to the possible consequences of the
greenhouse effect, which is also partly due to CFC emissions.
The planned ban on the manufacture and use of the most hazardous CFC compounds, however, will largely eliminate these
problems. The chlorine-free replacement refrigerant that at
present seems the most promising, HFC 134a, has no effect on
the ozone layer and only negligible greenhouse effect. As far as
is so far known, its toxicity is low, although as it is not a natural substance we cannot rule out that it can have unexpected
environmental effects.
Other possible working media, such as ammonia and various
hydrocarbons, which may be necessary for certain applications
for thermodynamic reasons, are toxic and/or flammable, requiring more rigorous safety precautions. It is therefore likely
that some environmental risks associated with, or resulting
from, the use of working media in heat pumps will remain even
after the prohibition of CFCs, although they are regarded as
capable of being controlled.
We cannot either disregard the environmental consequences
associated with the supply of drive energy. In actual fact, the
environmental load and effects thereof are probably just as large as those of the heat pump systems themselves. The effects
can vary widely, depending on the method of electricity production used. However, a feature of all of them is that they have a
wide geographical spread at regional level, resulting in a large
conflict interface with population, sensitive nature etc. In the
case of the Swedish electricity production system, which is at
present dominated by hydro power and nuclear power, the environmental effects are linked primarily to the power plants as
such and, to a lesser degree, to their operation. This means
that the environmental effects resulting from a greater use of
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electricity for heat pumps would be considerably less if the expansion in the use of heat pumps was contained within the
framework of existing electricity production capacity than
would be the case if it required the construction of new production capacity.
The environmental effects of electricity production based on
the combustion of fuels can be related to the use of the fuel.
This means that there is a direct relationship between the use
of electricity for heat pumps and the resulting environmental
effects, which can be added to other environmental effects caused by the heat pump system. Bearing in mind the planned
phase-out of nuclear power production, we can assume that future electricity supply for operation of heat pumps will be based partly on hydro power made available by reduction in the
use of direct electric heating, and partly on new thermal production capacity and, to a lesser, extent on new wind and hydro power.
Based on these considerations, the Council's Environmental
Consequences Group has made a subjective evaluation of the
environmental consequences of heat pump systems, which is illustrated in diagrammatic form in Figure 21. Consequences relating to the natural environment, health hazards, quality of life and environmental costs have been classified by their degree
of influence, 'value density* of the at-risk sector (the potential
conflict interface) and the level of knowledge, expressed as the
degree of lack of knowledge. A qualitative measure, expressed
on the scale from 'best' (no effect) to 'worst' (considerable effect)
has been given for each of these factors. For the lack of knowledge column, a high value represents little knowledge, while a
low value indicates a relatively reliable assessment. When assigning weightings, allowance has been made for the expected
use of various types of heat sources and for the fact that use of
the most hazardous types of working media has ceased.
As a final assessment of heat pump technology, it can be said
that it is not without reservations from an environmental viewEnvironmental consequences of heat pumps
ConsiderabeU

Degree
Conflict
interface
I—] Lack of
knowledge

None

Nature '

Health

Quality
of life

Cost

Figure 21 Assessment summary of environmental consequences of heat
pump technology
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point, but should nevertheless be regarded as causing only relatively few environmental problems. To a not inconsiderable
extent, the effects are linked with the necessary use of electricity, which means that they will be strongly influenced by development of the electricity production system. Other adverse
effects are local in their character, and finite in their duration.
Environmental nuisance can be minimised or eliminated by
care in the design and construction of heat pumps, heat-collecting systems and ancillary equipment (e.g. anti-noise measures). Physical control measures intended to restrict the environmental load are needed to only a limited extent.
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Comparison with other
forms of heating
In certain respects, solar heating, heat stores and heat pumps
have negative environmental consequences, as have been described in the previous chapters. But at the same time, it
should be clear that, in many cases, other methods of heating
now in common use have considerably more serious problems.
A change to 'new' energy technology would therefore result in
clear environmental benefits. The methods of heating that at
present are the main competitors to solar heating, heat storage
and heat pump technology are as follows:
Oil-ilred and coal-fired boilers
Natural gas boilers
Biomass-fuelled boilers
Electric heating
Industrial waste heat
The environmental consequences of each of these methods of
heating can be analyzed and evaluated in essentially the same
was as described on these pages. There is not space to do so here, but a large quantity of material is available from investigations, and can serve as a basis for the work. Evaluation of the
possible environmental benefits of the new technologies should
be carried out as follows:
1. Determine and describe the characteristic technical features
of the method (or combination of methods) of heating to be
replaced by the new technology. Comparisons could be made
in terms of individual projects or be expanded to full market
scale. In the latter case, changes can be investigated on a
marginal be., s or be compared with different energy scenarios.
2. Calculate the magnitude of various environmental loads
from the systems to be compared.
3. Compare the expected environmental effects with each
other. Certain types of environmental load will be common
to various systems, e.g. emissions of CO2 and SO2 from oil
firing and fossil-fuel-fired electricity production for heat
pumps. Direct comparisons can be made in these cases.
However, the majority of types of effects are unique to each
of the systems. This means that it is necessary to employ
some form of weighting to enable a complete evaluation to
be made. Weighting must be based on some form of evaluation of the environment, either in economic or in intuitive
terms. In the last resort, this is a political decision, although
the scientific community must be able to contribute to the
provision of adequate data.
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Comparisons between different systems would involve a very
large number of possible combinations. Taking the case of heat
pumps, for example, technical factors such as COP, heat source, temperature requirements and annual utilisation have a
considerable effect on the environmental characteristics of the
system. Sensitivity varies considerably, even when considering
environmental effects and the values to be assigned to them.
This applies, for example, to sulphur emissions, where regions
having good buffering capacity in the ground can withstand
(and perhaps even benefit from) a certain amount of acid precipitation, while other regions having poor soils are adversely affected.
As far as value scales are concerned, it is natural that regions having less developed economies tend to accept a higher
degree of pollution. This attitude may be defensible in the case
of local (and reversible) problems, but for more extensive environmental effects, evaluations must be based on international
solidarity.
If this reasoning is taken to extremes, we can draw the conclusion that every generalised claim referring to the environmental friendliness of some particular method of heating relative to another can be questioned. However, this is a trivial
and hardly realistic attitude. If, instead, we start from some
postulated mean situation, to which figures cannot be applied
from the present viewpoint, it should nevertheless be possible
to make a qualitative comparison. Based on this view, it should
be possible to compare the main alternatives, as shown in Figure 22. The diagram presents qualitative degrees of 'environmental benefit' resulting from a change from the methods of
heating listed in the left-hand column to the use of heat
pumps, for which two alternatives are shown: those for which
the electricity is produced in fossil-fuelled plant and those for
which it is produced in hydro or nuclear power plants. The en^v
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Figure 22 Assessment of the average environmental benefit resulting
from a change to the use of heat pumps from some other form of heating
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vironmental benefits for each of the combinations have been
assessed on local, regional and global scales. A ++ category indicates 'significant benefit', + indicates 'benefit', 0 indicates no
difference and - indicates an environmental 'loss'.
The diagram in Figure 22 must naturally be interpreted
with considerable care, and is intended primarily to serve as a
basis for further discussion. Some of the underlying assumptions on which it is based are as follows:
• That the heat pump systems are of correct capacity and are
operating well. COP is assumed to be in the range 2.5-3.0.
• Other heating systems, together with the electricity production system, comply with the average environmental requirements applicable for Sweden.
• Electricity production technology is the same for direct electric heating as for heat pump operation.
• When comparing fossil-fuelled boilers and electricity for heat pump drives based on fossil fuels, the fuel is assumed to
be the same in both cases.
• No alternative use is assumed to be available for waste heat.
• Fossil fuel boilers, solar heating installations and heat
pumps are all assumed to consist a mix of large and small
installations.
• The global consequences of CFC emissions are disregarded,
in the light of the fact that new working media will be employed.
• The assessments that lie behind Figure 22 are based on the
authors' personnel impressions, and must not be regarded as
the view of any official body.

Conclusions
Compared with oil-fired and coal-fired boilers, it should be possible to regard heat pumps in the great majority of cases as definitely preferable from an environmental viewpoint. On a local
scale, flue gas emissions from individual boilers, and particularly in urban areas, should probably be regarded as a greater
environmental nuisance than heat abstraction, noise etc. associated with heat pumps. Heat production from boilers in district heating plants, on the other hand, can probably be regarded as giving rise to very much fewer local effects than would
large heat pumps. On a regional scale, it is the acid precipitation resulting from the combustion of oil and coal that is the
main problem, whether originating from heating boilers or
from boilers for electricity production for heat pumps. The net
effect is very dependent on the efficiency of heat pumps, power
stations and boilers, as well as on specific emissions from individual installations.
Heat pumps having a COP of 2.5, powered by condensing power stations with a 40 % thermal efficiency, could use 10-20 %
less fuel than the corresponding heat production in a boiler. In
addition, flue gas cleaning in power stations is more thorough,
so that the total level of emissions should be considerably lo65

wer for the heat pump systems. This reduction in emissions is
even more marked if the electricity is produced in hydro or nuclear power stations, although this gain is partly offset by the
greater land and water resourses and the risk of nuclear accidents. On a global scale, it is the carbon dioxide problem that
is the most serious, with emissions being directly proportional
to the quantity of fuel used. For the reference case, assuming
the use of cold condensing power production, heat pumps are
somewhat better, although the difference is so small that the
'0* assessment (see Figure 22) is justified. Using hydro power
or nuclear power, however, there are considerable environmental benefits.
Similar arguments can be employed when the fuel is natural
gas. Emissions in this case, however, are much less and, apart
from carbon dioxide and oxides of nitrogen, are almost negligible. In comparison with oil and coal, the use of natural gas
should be preferable in almost all respects. This is also reflected in the fact that natural gas boilers are regarded as being
largely equivalent to heat pumps in environmental terms.
Biomass fuels can give rise to significant local environmental effects, although on the other hand there is no net emission
of carbon dioxide. Problems occur on a regional scale, associated with cultivation, harvesting and handling of the fuel. These
problems can be regarded as varying within wide limits, so
that the '0' assessment in many cases may lean one way or the
other.
Electric heating is clearly inferior to the use of heat pumps
when electricity production is based on fossil fuels, although its
local effects at the point of use are slight. When the electricity
is produced by hydro power or nuclear power, this conclusion is
less clear, with the final assessment depending on attitudes towards the regional effects of power production.
As far as waste heat and solar heating are concerned, the
conclusion must be that these forms of heating are less harmful to the environment than heat pumps. This applies even if
they are combined with the necessary heat stores. The same
conclusion can be drawn by comparing the evaluation diagrams that conclude the respective chapters on solar heating,
heat storage and heat pumps. Waste heat, however, is a limited resource, the availability of which will probably be further
reduced in the future as a result of more efficient energy use in
industry. Solar energy must therefore be regarded as a main
alternative for future energy systems that respect the environment. In a shorter perspective, however, heat pumps are probably still attractive in that they can contribute to a greater reduction in pollution per unit of invested capital than can solar
heating when replacing fossil-fuel-fired boilers.
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Åmmeberg: An excavated pit heat store lies beneath the concrete slab. Photo: Martin Nauclér

Visby: The sea water heat pump. Photo: Martin Nauclér
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Ingelstad: Part of the solar collector array. Photo: Martin Nauclér
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This report summarises and assesses the environmental
consequences associated with new energy technologies,
with particular emphasis on their use for space heating
supplies in the built environment.
In the case of solar heating, it is primarily the processes
associated with the production of the necessary materials
and ground use requirements that can adversely affect the
environment. There is also a certain risk associated with
the leakage of heat transfer fluid. For heat stores, problem
areas are primarily those associated with heating of the
ground, discharge of foreign substances in connection with
water treatment and conflicts of other users of groundwater. The main adverse effects of heat pumps are their emissions of CFCs, which damage the ozone layer, utilisation of
certain types of heat sources and the need to provide primary energy for mechanical drive of the pumps.
All three of these new energy technologies are regarded
as having less environmental consequences than conventional alternatives, although this assumes a change to less
hazardous working media in heat pumps. A mutual comparison of the three technologies indicates that solar heating and heat stores have somewhat better environmental
characteristics than heat pumps.
This report has been prepared by the Council's Programme Group for Environmental Consequences of New Energy
Technology. The material constitutes an extremely important basis of assessment for continued research and development. The book is also of value in connection with the
introduction and practical application of new energy technology.
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